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TOURING
November
5
Tyne
SURFING
November
7-13 World Titles, W, C-St Ventura
MARATHON
May
-1
13th Eurochallenge, La Vila 		
Joiosa, OR
1
68th Bedford, H
8
Padova
8
Basingstoke Canal CC, H
8
Tamar, H
8
Worcester, H
8
Spey
13-15 German Championships
15
Chester, H
15
Chippenham, H
15
Maidstone, H
15
Forth & Clyde 1
15-18 World Masters Games, Kansai
18-22 Naxos Cup, OR
21
Conwy Ascent
21
Epic Bay, OR
21/22 Marne
22
Exeter, H
22
Hastings 1066, H
22
Malton, H
22
Norwich, H
22
Nottingfham, H
28/29 WC 1
28/29 E Coast, OR
29
Reading Circuit, H
June
4
65th Descenso Miño de Lugo
11/12 Bradford
12
53rd Descenso del Río Miño
12
Burton, H
12
Royal CC, H
12
Scottish K1 Championships
19
Derwent Mike Jones Memorial, H
19
Fal, H
19
Hereford Wye, H
19
Leighton Buzzard, H
19
Richmond, H
26
Falcon (Oxford), H
26
Gailey, H
July
1-3
Wave Challenge, Helsingborg
2
Lx Travesía Ría de Foz
2
Sussex Classic, SLS, Lancing
10
Bishop’s Stortford, H
10
Shropshire Paddlesport, H
10
Southampton, H
10
Celtic Cup, St Ives
11/12 World Games, Birmingham
16
Gran Premio K4 de Cyl Trofeo,
Valladolid
16
Thameside Summer K2, 		
Elmbridge
16/17 Welsh Championships, OR, 		
Fishguard
17
Sanabria
17
Camel, H
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17

Pete White Memorial (Ironbridge),
H
25-31 European Championships,
Silkeborg
24
Thames Valley, H
24
Trentham, H
30
Scottish Championships, OR,
Nairn
31
Tewkesbury, H
August
6
84th Río Sella
7
Longridge, H
7
Medway
14
56th Río Carrión
14
R Dart, H
15
56th Descenso del Pisuerga
21
24th Descenso del Cinca
21
Tonbridge, H
27
55th Baixada do Eume
27/28 National Championships, 		
Worcester
September
4
3rd Trofeo Concello de Vigo
10
62nd Liffey Descent, Kildare
11
Pangbourne, H
11
Soar, H
11
Scottish K2 Championship
12-18 European Championships, OR,
Cagliari
17/18 French Championships
18
Gloucester, H
18
Henley on Thames, H
18
S Lakes, H
18
Forth & Clyde 2
24
Mur-Challenge
25
Hasler F
26-2 World Championships, Ponte
de Lima
October
2
Elmbridge, H
2
Fowey, H
2
M&DCC Adelphi, H
2
Wolfreton, H
6-9
World Championships, OR,
Viana do Castelo
8/9
Vigevano
9
Saltford, H
9
Malton-Howsham Descent
16
Adige, Pescantina
16
Chelmer, H
16
Tony & Shirley Pell Memorial, H,
Glanford
21-23 WC 2
30
Banbury, H
November
6
Thameside Winter K2, Elmbridge
12/13 Gorges de l’Ardèche
13
Remembrance Day
27
Ross Warland Memorial Canal
Challenge
27
Royal Thames K2 Series
SLALOM
May
/1
Ivrea
/1
Krakow
/1
La Seu d’Urgell
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14/15
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28/29
June
3/4
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5
10-12
11/12
11/12
11/12
17-19
18/19
18/19
18/19
23-26
24-26
25/26
25/26
25/26
25/26
July
2/3
2/3
2/3
2/3
5-10

Pinkston, 2/3
Nene WW, 4/O
Cardiff Bay, Pan Celtic/ P/4
Canadian T, Salaberry de 		
Valleyfield
Pan American Championships,
Oklahoma City
73rd Liptovsky Mikulas
Coupe des Pyrennes, Pau
Alva, 3/4
Symonds Yat, 3/4
Llandysul, 2-4
Wagon Lane, 3/4
Holme Pierrepont, P
Langham Farm, 3/4
Wath upon Dearne, 4/O
World Masters Games, Kansai
European Championships,
Liptovsky Mikulas
European O Cup, Merano
Holme Pierrepont, P
Bala Mill, Pan Celtic/2-4
Augsburg
Seaton Park, 3/4
Hatfield, 4/O
Praha, WC
European J Cup, Valstagna
Llandysul, 2-4
Alva, 3/4
Krakow, WC
European J Cup, Solkan
Bala Mill, 2-4
Cardington, 2-4
European Championships,
J/U23, Beograd
Ljubljana, WC
Nordic Cup, Sindi
ECA J Cup, Ivrea
Washburn, 2/O
Orton Mere, 3/4/O

24th Y Danubia Cup, Bratislava
Tryweryn Chapel Falls, 1
Shepperton, 3/4
Stone, 3/4
World Championships, J/U23,
Ivrea
9/10 Ironbridge, 2
9/10 Shepperton, 3/4
16/17 ECA J Cup, Roudnice
16/17 Washburn, 1
23/24 ECA J Cup, Krakow
23/24 Bala Mill, 2-4
26-31 World Championships, 		
Augsburg
30/31 Praha
30/31 ECA J Cup, Liptovski Mikulas
30/31 Persley, 2/3/O
August
5-7
Canadian National, Kananaskis
5-7
Nextgen Cup, Bratislava
6/7
Llandysul, 2-4
10-14 European Championships,
J/U23, Ceske Budejovice
13/14 Grandtully, 2
26-28 Pau, WC
27/28 Grandtully, 1
September
2-4
La Seu d’Urgell, WC F
3/4
Hexham, 2/3/O
3/4
Cardington, 2-4
3/4
Winters Farm, 4/O
9-11 Slovak O, Bratislava
10/11 Holme Pierrepont, P/1
10/11 Oughtibridge, 3/4
17/18 Lee Valley

17/18 Washburn, 2/O
17/18 Alva, 3/4
17/18 Langham Farm, 3/4
17/18 Marple, 3/4
17-19 Asian Games, Hangzhou
24/25 Tryweryn Graveyard, P
24/25 Nene WW, 2/3
25
Wath upon Dearne, 4/O
October
1/2
Grandtully, Scottish 		
Championships/O
2
Alpe Adria, Klagenfurt
2
Hatfield, 4/O
8/9
Llandysul, 1/4
15/16 Tees Barrage, P/1
15/16 Symonds Yat, 2/3
22/23 Shepperton, 2/3
22/23 Stone, 3/4
29/30 Lee Valley, P/2/O
WWR
May
14
21
21
June
3-6

Wagon Lane
Langham Farm 1 Sp
HPP Daleks

World Championships, 		
Treignac
9-11 Celja, WC
24-26 ECA Cup, Valtellina
July
2/3
ECA Cup, Mezzana
August
25-28 European Championships,
J/U23, Banja Luka
September
17
Langham Farm 2 Sp
November
5
Tyne Tour
19/20 Welsh Open, Sp/Cl, Llangollen
FREESTYLE
June
28-3 World Championships, 		
Nottingham
October
3-9
Columbus, WC
SPRINT
May
/1
Milano
7
Elmbridge
14
K4 Rocket, Nottingham
19-22 Racice, WC 1
20-23 World Masters Games, Kansai
26-29 Poznan, WC
June
3/4
Open British Championships,
Holme Pierrepont
23-26 European Championships,
J/U23
July
2/3
Open British Championships,
J/U23, Holme Pierrepont
8-10 Auronzo
10
Lechlade, J
23
Royal CC
23-26 European, J/U23, Beograd
28-31 World Championships, J/U23,
Szeged
August
3/4
Holme Pierrepont
3-7
World Championships, Halifax
10-16 World Championships, Va’a,
Dorney
18-21 European Championships,
München

26/27 Super Cup, Oklahoma
26-28 30th Moravian Championships
September
1-4
World Championships, J/U23,
Szeged
3/4
Inter-Services Championship
8-11 Olympic Hopes
9-11 FISU World Univ 			
Championship, Bydgoszcz
18
Worcester Mini Fun
24/25 42nd Italian Silver Medal, Savona
29-2 Asia Pacific Cup, Lake Kiba
October
1/2
Sarcidano
8
K4 Rocket, Nottingham
9-15 Asian Para Games, Hangzhou
15
Royal Paddling Challenge
16
SW Schools
November
20
National Schools 			
Championships
MULTISPORT
May
7
Isla de Ibiza
7
Montgomery Canal Triathlon
8
München
22
Früjahrs, Gimbsheim
29
Brigg Bomber, M, WC
June
2-2.8 Åre Extreme Challenge
5
ExtremeMan, Sp, Gyekenyes,
WC
11/12 Wasserstadt Limmer
13
Bielefelder Triathlon
18
Tyn-nad-Vltavou, Sp, WC
18
Norfolk Superhero, Burnham
Overy
19
Dearne Valley & Quadkidz
25
ExtremeMan, Sp, WC, Kaposvár
July
2
European Championships, M,
Koberbachtal
10
World Championships, Sp,
Bydgoszcz
10
Deva Divas, Sp
16
Manvers Team
August
6
Husky, Horná Lehota-Lopej
13
Pilsenman
13
Wassersuppe
22
Miladation
27
Triatlon Jeklenih Bohinj
27
Tripp Trapp Triathlon, Stavanger
28
Triple Circuito Monte Buciero
28
Weserbergland
September
3
Ratscher, Sp
4
National Championships, Sp,
Shrewsbury
11
World Championships, M, 		
Tiszafüred
17
Awesome Foursome, M, WC,
Bude
25
European Championships, Sp,
Cazalegas
25
Keyo Brigg, Sp
October
2
Mokkation
3
Triathlon Waldenburg
December
30
Pam Golding, St Francis Bay
SAILING
May
30-4 Strangford, OC
June
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28-1 Wales, OC, Bala
July
18-22 UK Nationals & Europa Cup, IC,
Hayling Island
August
10-14 Borders, OC, Kielder
September
9-11 Scotland, OC, L Lomond
23-25 Midlands, OC, Rutland
December
31-7 21st World Championships,
Lake Macquarie, IC
POLO
May
1
7/8
7/8
14
14/15
14/15
20-22
21
21
21
21
21/22
28/29
June
4/5
11/12
July
2/3
9
9
9/10
9/10
9/10
15-17
14-17
23/24
30/31

Nottingham, WP
32nd Wallonie
Charleroi
14th Ibérico, Madrid
Gottingen
Nottingham, W1
World Masters Games, Kansai
Liverpool, 2N
Manchester, 3N
Viking, 3SE
Aberfan, 3SW
Nottingham, P/1/2S
ECA 1
Essen
Liverpool, P

Hull
Blackwater, 3SE
Aberfan, 3SW
Nottingham, 1/2S
Manchester, 2N
Glasgow, 3N
Bristol Habour Festival
World Games, Birmingham
J Championships
National Championships, 		
P/2N/3N/3SE/WP/W1
August
6/7
De Paddel, Lake of Dikkebus
13/14 Gent
16-21 World Championships, St Omer
27/28 Irish O
September
10/11 ECC
10/11 World University Championship
16-18 Trieste
17/18 British O
24/25 Scottish O
DRAGON BOAT RACING
May
1
Region v Region, Penarth
2
Fishing Boat Harbour, Freemantle
8
Ilford
15
Skipton
15
Fairway Gorge
15
Woking
17
Oakley Court
21
Columbus Asian Festival
21
Sarasota
21/22 3rd Barcelona Fest
22
Himley
22-25 ICF World Championships, 		
Ternopil
28
Ashford
28/29 World Masters Games, Kansai
29
Sherborne
June
4
Independence Regatta, 		
Philadelphia
4/5
Pickering
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5
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
18

Chatham
Fanshawe Festival, London
Festival of the Fox, St Charles
Gorge Festival, Victoria
Lachine Knockout
Paddle for Pink, L Mercer
L Lomond
Southampton
Mississauga Festival
Scarborough
Hope Chest Buffalo-Niagara 		
Festival
18/19 Ilford
19
Bristol
19
London
25
Leeds
25
Llanberis
25
Preston
26
Poole
27
Belleville Lake Festival
July
1
Rusty Dragons Canada Dry, 		
Toronto
2
18th Hameln
2
Milton Keynes
3
Chichester
3
Gloucester
9
Falmouth
9/10 Warnemunde Festival
10
Sarasota Festival
10
York
11
GWN Sport Regatta, Toronto

14-17 13th Club Crew World 		
Championships, Sarasota
17
Kingston
23
Rowan Co Festival
23/24 Shrewsbury
24
Warrington
30
Chicago Festival
30/31 Notts
August
5-7
Vancouver Island Festival, 		
Victoria
6
Richmond Festival
6
Woodstock Rotary Festival
13
Chautauqua Lake Festival
14
Ilford
20
N Nevada Festival
20
Oriental Festival
20
Riverfront & Asian Festival, 		
Hartford
20
Edinburgh
21
Sunderland
31-4 14th European Nation 		
Championships, Lake Banyoles
27
Race for Literacy, Chicago
27
Arundel
September
1-4
ICF World Championships, 		
Racice
3
Newcastle
3/4
Manvers
4
Tonbridge
10
Bewl

10
10
10
10/11
11
11
17
17
17
17/18
17/18

Dunebrook Festival, La Porte
Gt River Race, Thames
Wakefield
Tim Horton’s Challenge, Toronto
Exeter
Stratford-upon-Avon
Dragons & Bacon Fest, Ohio
Mercer County Festival
Jersey
Quebec Cup, Montreal
National Championships, 		
Holme Pierrepont
24
Rotary Club of Peachtree City
Festival
24
Birmingham
October
1
Philadelphia Festival
15
Orlando Festival
22
6th Dove-Elbe LD and 2nd Pink
Paddler, Hamburg
22
Suncoast, Sarasota
November
5
L Harnando Festival
19
Hot Water Games, Schwerin
December
3
Pink Paddle Power, Melbourne
31
ICF World Cup, Ychang
MISCELLANEOUS
June
3-5
Crick Boat Show

Byde your time
Black Rock (W 4° 14’, N 52° 54’)
This was a near death experience. I experienced astral projection
and watched myself dying. It was Easter, 1966, at Black Rock Sands,
Porthmadog in North Wales. I was 38, fit and strong. I paddled a white
water racing kayak which was a bad idea. It was fast, looked like a sea
kayak but turned like a slalom craft, heading into wind in the slightest
breeze. Directional stability not a positive feature.
Easter time the nights are brighter, weather less cold. Urban man
seeks excitement on the sea. Sea is slow to pick up this fact; it is about
as cold as it can be during the year. Thermal inertia must be overcome.
The sea is at its warmest around October. We had a flat sea, no surf, so
did what we could, practised rescue drills.
I had charge of a group of ten youths from a school, age 16 to 18,
and four men from Cambridge who were about to go to paddle around
Japan in company with Americans. In the National Geographic. They
needed to know what cold water is like.
Swiftness of an untimely end is unexpected. There I was with aching
forearms, having done five rescues, two practices and three for real,
when the last one plunged me into the sea about 250 yards off the
beach. The kayak from another group had no useful buoyancy. Two hose
floats as used by firemen for supporting a fire hose on water had been
stuffed into the ends of the kayak, where, when needed, they detached,
floated out. Kayak half full of water.
Mass of water around 300 pounds surged end to end. Impact as
that moving mass hit the end I was holding caused me to drop it. The
waterlogged end of the kayak sank like a stone and, as I was hanging on
to it, I went down, too. I was cold and shouted under water. Bubbles
arose. My partner regarded me grimly. He rescued the trainee instructor
we were attempting to rescue. I must wait.
Instant cold equals instant stupidity. Thought is first to go. I decided
to tow the two waterlogged kayaks to shore. Using a strong backstroke
leg kick as practised only four years earlier for several months as
I worked to obtain my Lifesaving Award of Merit, I slipped into
autodrive. The grooved movement was there for the asking. The only
lifesaving I’ve ever done for real was for myself. The two kayaks were
sluggish and dragged. My fist was seized into a claw, no sense or feeling.
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The deck cords were snagged in that tangle, later prized out to release
me to be hauled up the rock promontory.
My lifejacket was not suitable for this work. It had no solid buoyancy
and the brass screw valve had to be unscrewed to allow me to blow
inflate. My hands didn’t work, screw remained half open, half shut. I
panted with shallow rapid breathing as the muscles of my chest were
in tight spasm, expansion and contraction absent. I could not open the
valve, blow into it or close it. My overall with built in buoyancy was ex
RAF, handling crew on Supermarine Sunderland flying boats.
A small amount of air wheezed out blowing bubbles in the surge over
my shoulders. My head was bare and, being bald, it felt as if my skull at
the back was being crushed by great pincers. Sensation of great cold was
brief. Nervous system says to itself blow this for a game of soldiers, shuts
off. In less than a minute I was numb, pain free but aware of dreadful
error. Sudden panic hit me. I stopped and tried to rise out of the water,
struggling upwards, splashing wildly. That lasted maybe five seconds
when resignation produced calm. I couldn’t open my fingers to get
rid of the kayaks, plodded onwards. My vision distorted. Sky was deep
bottle green, sun bright blue, overcast clouds white. I was deaf. Body
plodded on. A sense of detachment developed.
Two people stood on an extension of the promontory, the Black
Rock. I saw them. In the instant I was in the air behind them, looking
down at myself in the water, quite plainly pulling two kayaks with
dreadful slowness toward the rocks. I thought ‘There’s a man dying
down there. Can’t you help him?’ Then I was back in my body
approaching the rocks.
Pincher Martin by William Golding. Description how it feels to
clutch a weed-festooned rock. Wave picks you up, slings you forward
at the peak, smacks you brutally against the rock, then as your taloned
hands clutch at the weeds, you slide down, face bumping shells. Trough
sucks you out and away, next crest lifts you up effortlessly and wallop!
You hit rock again, repeat ad infinitum. Strong arms hoisted me out.
I weighed 180 pounds, clothing full of water so I weighed a lot more
than that but my friends coped.
Continued opposite
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Editorial
Perhaps nothing captures the mood of the nation better than the fact
that there are more Ukrainian flags flying than Union flags. Many other
countries around the world are finding ways to express their disgust at
the invasion of Ukraine.
Although the IOC were among the first
to call for sanctions, full credit is due to the
ICF for responding quickly, pulling the plugs
on paddlers from Russia and Balarus and
reawarding elsewhere events that the Russians
were to have run. In addition, all officials from
those countries have been suspended from any ICF activity at all.
Despite the extreme media censorship, ordinary Russians, including
those who have fled the country, must be starting to put together all
the inconveniences resulting from a spectrum of interests which do not
carry a lot of weight individually, sport, arts, transport and much more.
The Ukrainian team were abroad at the time of the invasion and
could not go back home. Instead, the Romanians took them in. New
ICF president Thomas Konietzko of Germany paid a visit to meet them
and their hosts, having previously met a large group in Turkey. It did not
contribute much materially but gave the moral support that the world
body is fully behind them.
The refugees have poured out of Ukraine in their millions,
particularly to surrounding countries, some of whom have accepted vast
numbers. Ordinary people have done much to help. A near neighbour
of ours has spent many weeks on the Polish border processing refugees
as they arrive. On a good night he gets to bed at 3am. When numbers
have been high he doesn’t. He is somebody who is due to get married
here this summer, delayed previously by Covid restrictions, so his
contribution is particularly noble.
Working through a Bristol charity, one of our sons and a mate drove
his car out there with a load of clothes and over the counter medicines.
It seems the clothes are not needed, a hired warehouse in Poland being
full of donated clothes, although they want gloves and warm hats for
those queuing for hours. They had to bring the clothes home again. The

Flagging up
our support
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Ross Purdy,Tracy Malham
and Nancy on Coniston
Water, the only English
Foxy. Photographer Alan Fox
introduces this new concept in
adventure trips on p21.

usual chemist shop medicines were appreciated, though, as is money if
there are things on which to spend it.
They did approve of the activities of a large Irishman who was
patrolling the border and extracting young women from vehicles to
which they had been dragged for trafficking. This was vigilante action
working well and nobody argued with him.
Our boys had hoped to provide transport back to Britain for some
refugees. Pretty pathetic has been our visa situation, including a 96 page
form containing questions of no apparent relevance such as applicant’s
garden details. They drove back with empty seats.
Imagine being a refugee who has lost everything, home, job, perhaps
family members, everything, pitched into a foreign country where even
the alphabet is different. Perhaps a positive crumb of comfort would
come from ending up with a family who share your interests. As a host
you are unlikely to find somebody suitable through the visa system but
you could try going direct or via those in your canoeing discipline in
an adjacent country. We approached the Ukrainian canoe federation and
were offered a group including a former Ukraine canoeing champion.
Unfortunately, there too many of them for us to accommodate over a
period of months, which we fear is likely to be required. We were to
be offered an alternative group but then the emails to Kyiv stopped
working, not a good sign.
Eventually our visa system must become fit for purpose. I expect to
see Ukrainian competitors in this country this summer. Could you be
hosting them?

Stuart Fisher

At the winter Olympics in China IOC president Thomas Bach
described as ‘chilling’ the behaviour of Russian coaches towards 15
year old Kamila Valieva. Under pressure as the favourite to produce a
winning performance while under a cloud for a failed drug test, which
could result in the disqualification of the others in an earlier team
event, she came 4th and was criticised as she came off the ice rather
than comforted by her coaches, who have a record of producing star
performers who have then retired or left the sport while still teenagers.
The Wada doping study of her
was also to investigate her coaches,
doctors and other officials around
her in the Russian Olympic
Committee team, a title resulting
from Russia’s previous history of
institutional doping failures. It was made very clear that the IOC
regretted not being able to take any further action against Russian team
officials and unusual to hear them calling for support (from family and
friends) for a competitor who has failed a drugs test.
A question mark must hang over the ROC team who appear to have
officials as undesirable as those of the former Russian team.
This was before the invasion of Ukraine, by which time IOC
sympathy for the Russian team would already have been at a low ebb,
and would have done nothing to have made them sympathetic to the
Russian team cause when the blanket ban was being considered.

Chilling Russian
behaviour

Stuart Fisher

Continued from opposite
On the rocks, somehow I was above the wave-washed zone. Someone
lifted my head to put brandy between my lips. I had enough sense to
whisper ‘Head down’ before I passed out. Next I was upended, my legs
over the shoulders of one of the Cambridge crew. Being head down,
what circulation there was could generate enough fluid pressure in my
skull to activate remaining brain cell.
I was on my feet on grass, stumbling forward, surrounded. Then I
tasted earth, spitting grass out of my teeth as I bit the dust. You don’t
close your mouth when pitched on your head unconscious. A caravan.
I took off canoeing gear at the door before stepping in naked, not
wanting to puddle the carpet. A towel draped about me as I stumbled
to a bed. Sipping hot coffee. Then I felt it, like an earthquake: shivering,
inevitable, unstoppable, utterly wearying. I had no strength. In foetal
position I waited for better times. Worse times followed.
Twenty minutes (?) hot soup, shivering eased enough for me to hold
a spoon without hurling beans at the ceiling. Soon I could dress; the
lads brought my gear from the van. I left, apologizing. For three days I
was bereft of enterprise, could drive carefully, fulfil some of my duties
at a lower level. The lads knew the drill for that area, having been there
before, so I drove, snoozed and read paperbacks. Sudden emotion hit,
hiding tears. They knew, said nothing, understanding why.

Alan Byde
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Who pays for safety?

Old times
An interesting
conversation ensued at
Cumnock Camera Club
recently when Mark
Carter encountered
John Mould. Mark was
involved with canoe
lifeguards and John
with surfing, both from
the south of England in
earlier decades.

Trips

Mauro Solive is fundraising for cancer charities by
undertaking traverses of 15 national parks. For the Broads
he used a kayak. His 154km solo journey of five days
from Geldeston to Dilham had Breydon Water as his
biggest worry although he was also concerned about
swirls around Yarmouth bridge, being a novice paddler.
George Bromley is to undertake the Beeline
Challenge, a 1,200km journey in a straight line from
Land’s End to John o’ Groats. This journey by kayak,
swimming and walking, would be tough for anyone
but the 36 year old army captain from Gloucester has
been recovering after breaking his neck playing rugby in

2019. He is raising funds for SSAFA, Blesma, Rugby for
Heroes, Help for Heroes and the Royal British Legion,
all of which helped him in recovery, during which time
his greatest challenge was a mental fight. The journey
appears to begin with an incredible paddle from Land’s
End to Whithorn, over half the route, only meeting land
at St David’s and the Isle of Man with a final paddle from
Lossiemouth to Wick. If he had chosen the marginally
longer line from Lizard Point to St John’s Point the
paddles would be reduced to Newquay to St Govan’s
Head, Fishguard to Abersoch, Nefyn via Holy Island and
the Isle of Man to Wigtown Bay and a shorter crossing of
the Moray Firth, approximately. George has been training
on the Gloucester & Sharpness Canal.

Extra playtime

Covid lockdowns have hit children particularly hard.
Most would be grateful for the extra 10 minutes of
playtime to be included in the curriculum. Radio 4
interviewed a young lady of junior school age who
talked of the chance for increased social interaction and
the like but never once mentioned such concepts as
fun, enjoyment and friends. Where did we go wrong in
current society?
The Welsh Government have been trialling an extra
five hours a week of sport, music and art in some schools
with the intention of supporting disadvantaged pupils.
Time was when such extracurricular activities were
normal after school and at weekends but have steadily
been lost through funding cuts, selling off sports fields
and various restrictions and requirements which have
disadvantaged many pupils.
John Chamerlin

Platinum flotilla

The Paddle Peak Group, founded by Pete Astles, carrying out a River Derwent
clean from Cromford to Whatstandwell.

A Jubilee Reflections Flotilla will go down the
Thames from Chelsea to Tower Bridge on the evening
of Sep 24th to celebrate the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee.
Those who watched the huge Diamond Jubilee Pageant
flotilla on television in 2012 will hope for a different
commentator this time. The event will be restricted to
invited boats.

You may have encountered the hat roll, even a roll with a lit cigarette, but this sequence, shown on TikTok, is something else.
Those of us who have been practising with the beer now just need to add the roll.
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Rachael Maskell (Lab, York Central) has questioned
Rebecca Pow about what funding is available for river
safety and those who provide it. Without mentioning
any funding, Pow gave a suggestion of the kinds of
bodies who could provide it on regulated waterways.
On the other 98% of rivers in England and Wales the
responsibility rests with riparian owners.
There are some 400 drownings per year in this
country, predominantly young men. Some never
intended to go in the water at all, not infrequently
mishaps after drinking. A Parliamentary debate saw
enthusiastic support for throwlines as the answer to
the problem. Costing about £250 each, these should
be provided by landowners, who should also cut back
vegetation near them. One problem discussed was
vandalism, often soon after throwlines have been erected.
One solution is to lock them up so the user has to note
the exact location, make a phone call to some authority,
receive a code, return to the line, put in the code and
unlock it if the number and code have been remembered
correctly during the panic over a drowning victim.
Only then can a rescue attempt be started. An issue not
considered is that many of us, expert paddlers included,
cannot throw a line as far or as accurately as we would
like to think.
One MP wanted all throwlines to be accompanied by
notices reading ‘This water is not safe. Do not enter.’
There was a call for all large bodies of water to have
throwlines at stated intervals, a further disincentive for
people to be allowed to use the water, not helped by
the EA usually telling everyone there is no right to use
it, and the fact that open water is no more an issue than
more contained waterways, especially in the vicinity of
man made structures. It was stated that open water is
dangerous. The safety issue should not change because of
whether or not somebody has given approval to be on
water.
Education on water safety should be taught in school
and there should be swimming lessons for all pupils.
There was no suggestion that people should take
responsibility for their actions and for those in their care,
that they should not do things in the outdoors until they
know what they are doing and the risks involved. As
in so much of society these days, it is somebody’s else’s
responsibility to ensure that we are safe, it seems.
As well as education and requiring life rings and
lifelines to be installed near rivers, lakes and seas, there
was a call for it to be compulsory for young children to
wear lifejackets on and around boats at all times. There
was disappointment that the RYA and others were not
backing calls for more legislation. As the average RYA
member probably knows more about water safety that
the average MP does it would have been helpful if
somebody had explained why these bodies are opposed
to more legislation.
The final contribution was realistic. Nick Fletcher
said ‘We have spoken about the need to educate people,
whether they are young people or landowners, through
risk assessments and local authorities. We should also
take the time to listen to the advice of professionals.
Sometimes we like a quick fix when really we should
take on board what the professionals say. If they say “The
equipment should be put there” then it should be put
there but if they say “No, it may cause a further problem”
we should look at that.

So why are the RYA not backing calls for legislation?
RYA cruising manager Stuart Carruthers pointed out to
us the RYA strapline of ‘Educate rather than legislation.’
A lot of the RYA’s work is centred round trying to get
people to understand the issues and think for themselves.
He repeated the thinking that your best piece of safety
equipment is your brain. He has no difficulty with
regulations as long as they are proportionate, pragmatic
(effective) and enforceable and they should be in an
unambiguous framework.
The problem is those who see a problem and throw
a draconian piece of legislation at it. We have lost our
safest flare for sea kayaks after someone fired one into a
crowd at a rugby match, with fatal results. Knives are a
real problem in the wrong hands but they also save lives
when used to cut lines in which people have become
entangled. Time was when every Scout carried a sheath
knife for many practical purposes but now the worst case
rules.
Perhaps if treating damage to or theft of throwlines
was treated as attempted manslaughter with appropriate
punishment there might be less of this for m of
entertainment.
Following some high profile drownings, a new Water
Safety Action Plan has been launched in Scotland. Key
actions include:
• new water safety promotions targeted at areas with a
higher risk of drowning, improved signage at popular
locations including lochs and reservoirs and a risk
assessment of beaches
• additional funding of £60,000 for Water Safety
Scotland to develop its co-ordination role for all
organizations with an interest in water safety
• roll-out of a drowning incident review scheme to
ensure lessons are learned from all fatal and non-fatal
incidents
• lesson plans on water safety for pupils
• continued development of the National Learn to Swim
Framework delivered with local authorities
• Scotland’s Water Safety Code developed to ensure
consistency of public messages on key issues including
hidden hazards and cold water shock
• training for businesses and the public on how to use
rescue equipment and review of 999 procedures
The target is to halve accidental drownings by 2026
and reduce the number of water related suicides.
* For anyone needing to consider water safety, the
Water Edge Safety Handbook prepared by the Glasgow
Humane Society covers a whole raft of issues. It is
available free at https://www.parsonageriverman.com/
resources.

Andy Burnell of Adelaide has been enthralling Australians
by lowering a camera and some bait from his sea kayak and
filming crabs, octopuses and fish fighting over it. The crabs are
particularly aggressive, agile and swim surprisingly well.

Swansea
improvements
Swansea Canal Society
have built a stone wall
around their canoe store.
A new slipway is being
built nearby for trailable
boats. Meanwhile,
the canal’s canoe hire
project had an excellent
year in 2021.
More training
needed
The Marine Accident
Investigation Branch
have called for better
training for users of jet
skis after a fatal collision
between one and a
RIB in the Menai Strait.
They are ‘not toys’ and
high speed manœuvres
near other craft are
unsafe. Inconsistency
of management of users
around the coast is not
helping the problem.
Toulson leaves
Simon Toulson has left
the ICF after 15 years
as general secretary.
He is credited with
unprecedented financial
growth of the ICF, big
increases in audiences
for live coverage of
events and employing
technical officials
plus being involved
with developments
of paracanoe, gender
equality and getting
extreme slalom into
the Olympic Games for
2024.
And I quote...
... Rescue hero George
Parsonage, in his boat,
hiding under a viewing
platform on the Clyde
in Glasgow as two old
ladies fed the ducks,
‘Ladies, it’s Christmas;
could we not have
some Christmas cake?’
Furthermore ‘Yes, girls.
I’m talking to you; we
are a bit fed up with
bread.’ The rest of the
conversation is not
recorded as they raced
away from the talking
ducks.

It is surprising how shy staff are about being seen to work for the EA, as if they don’t want to admit it.
CANOEIST May 2022
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Apparent drowning
drama
The Thief, His Wife
& the Canoe is an ITV
drama reconstruction
of the faked death of
John Darwin in a kayak
capsize off Seaton
Carew as part of an
insurance scam with
John living a secret
existence until a picture
of him in Panama
was found online. A
significant aspect of the
2002 case related to the
relative sentences of the
participants. The story
was the main news item
for a week in a quiet
New Year news period.

EA licence consultation responses

The EA have published details of the responses they
received on licences, which they have now set at 4%
rise this year, 4% again next year and 2% in 2024. They
say they get less income from boaters than they spend.
They claim to remove fallen trees although some of us
can name places where they have refused to do so. Some
boaters said they want better service in return for higher
charges.
Of the 47 organizations recorded as responding,
none was reported to be a canoeing body. Of the 1,046
individuals, only 35% said an EA river was their main
waterway, only 4% said their boat was a canoe and less
than 7% were under 45 years old, so perhaps it is no
surprise if they did not mind having licences imposed
on the Wye and Lugg. An assurance the EA gave to the
public enquiry that they would not impose such licences
helped them to get control of these rivers.
Trying to attract
canoeists
Langpor t, on the River
Parrett, has been trying to attract
canoeists, despite the fact that
there is no longer a hirer there.
Two sets of steps have been
installed and three pontoons
are moored in the summer for
‘increased access’. Unfortunately,
per mission to use the r iver
has to be sought as the river
is only tidal below Oath, 4km
downstream. Astonishingly,
the council have paid £2,000
to publish their facilities on a
canoeing website.

Free canoeing lessons

When you have a rather conspicuous car covered
with Russian slogans, you either have to buy a large
tarpaulin or else brazen it out. Chris Blakey, who
drove his Austin 7 to Tokyo before Covid, has taken
the latter approach which has worked for him so far.

CRT has been tur ning novice paddlers into
instructors. They had an instruction session at Ellesmere
Port and another at the Anderton Boat Lift, experiencing
kayaks and open canoes with a couple of them trying
out accidental capsize drill straight away. Once they had
direction control they tried some games, canoe football
being the most competitive. There were then three
sessions in the docks at Liverpool, learning to rescue
capsized craft plus leadership sessions at Anderton before
being qualified as paddlesport instructors.
Ten new canoe platforms have been installed on the
Bridgwater & Taunton Canal. The CRT are working
with Somerset Boat Centre to offer free canoeing and
paddleboarding sessions at North Newton, the Let’s
Paddle & Pick events involving collecting litter on the
way. There are now six paddlesport instructors delivering
free sessions at least twice a month on this canal and on
the Gloucester & Sharpness.

Fame at last. The editor makes the National Trust
2021 handbook, probably a 2012 trip.

Rescue drones
Drones are now in
use in Scotland by
mountain rescue teams,
not just for locating
missing climbers and
walkers. They are
equipped with lights
and loudspeakers to
enable communication.
Clearly, they could also
be used to give views
of hidden sections of
river or coastline when
carrying out search
operations. Indeed, they
offer paddlers a way
of inspecting hidden
features rather than
having to run them
blind.

A new canoe platform in use on the Bridgwater &
Taunton Canal.

Launching facilities at Langport.

MCA

NCI to use
Coastguard centres
An experiment this
summer at weekends
and bank holidays
will see National
Coastwatch Institution
lookouts operating
from the Coastguard
building at Bembridge.
If this is successful, the
process will be repeated
elsewhere. The irony of
this is that the NCI was
established in 1994 as
the Coastguard stopped
watching themselves,
with fatalities which it
was felt resulted from no
longer having anyone on
watch (Nov 2014, p40).

Scottish land
ownership
The Scottish
Government have
issued a new Register
of Persons Holding a
Controlling Interest in
land, not necessarily
the owners. This
includes overseas
bodies and trusts.
Ironically, the need for
it as far as riparians are
concerned would be
of greater value south
of the border, where
ownership is anything
but transparent, for those
prepared to attempt to
follow the EA’s line.

The Eden Project is collaborating with Canary Wharf to create a new green area in the heart of London’s
Docklands. This should produce a line of parks, bridges, pontoons, areas for performances and locations for
watersports including kayaks.

Chris Blakey

HS2 and canals
The IWA have
welcomed the upgrading
of existing railway
lines rather than a
new eastern arm of
HS2. This will avoid
damage to the Cranfield
Cut, Erewash Canal,
Nottingham Canal,
Sheffield & S Yorkshire
Navigation and Aire
& Calder Navigation
but still leaves the
Chesterfield Canal
restoration at Staveley
subject to planning
blight. Waterways on the
western leg are still at
risk. Meanwhile, use of
canals post lockdown is
at an all time high.

The Coastguard display at Falmouth.

Coastguard exhibitions

Sunderland is to have a £31,000,000 cycle and pedestrian crossing of the River Wear. It will have creative
lighting and smartphones will be able to view augmented reality displays. Publicity includes people
experiencing actual reality in sea kayaks on the tidal water forming the new Riverside Sunderland park.
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The Coastguard service was set up in 1822 to tackle
smuggling although it has a wider remit these day.
To celebrate the bicentenary the Guarding the Coast
exhibition is being displayed in Sheffield’s National
Emergency Services Museum and Falmouth’s National
Maritime Museum Cornwall.

A Parliamentary Written Answer contains Government advice on taking sports
equipment abroad so it could be helpful.
CANOEIST May 2022
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James Wharram

ICF

1928 - 2021

Viktoriia Dobrotvorska.

Help for Ukrainians

On February 24th Ukrainian slalomist Viktoriia
Dobrotvorska was woken by the sound of her phone
going crazy as news broke that her country was under
attack from Russian forces.
She was safe in neighbouring Poland at a slalom
training camp but her five year old daughter, husband
and parents were back in Ukraine.
‘I opened my phone and started to read the terrible
news, that Russia had attacked Ukraine with a lot of
bombs, and at that moment everything changed,’ she said.
‘I panicked. I went to my coach and asked him to take
me to the border, I don’t care how, you should take me
to the border. I will pass the border. I will go home…
She recalled the terror of not knowing if her family
were safe.
After a series of stressful phone calls the 29 year old
organized to travel to Lviv, just 70 kilometres from the
Polish border, where she would meet her husband, her
daughter and her mother.
After an emotional reunion, the challenge of getting
back to Poland and to safety began. For 24 hours she and
her family slept at the Lviv railway station, hoping a train
would eventually take them away from the bombs and
the destruction.
The ICF has been setting up a GoFundMe account
to raise money for Ukrainian competitors, coaches and
their families caught up in this attack. In the meantime,
people wishing to donate can send money to the
following account:
Bank Vontobel AG
Gotthardstrasse 43
CH 8022 Zurich
Switzerland
Beneficiary: International Canoe Federation
Euro Account Number: 11230929.002.002
IBAN: CH97 0875 7000 0120 5339 1
SWIFT:VONTCHZZXXX
Clearing: 8757
The Polish canoeing community is already leading
the way, providing accommodation, meals and training
facilities for a group of displaced competitors, including
Viktoriia Dobrotvorska.
‘We are really grateful because they said we could stay
as long as we wanted and they provided food; they’ve let
us train for free and now we are still here,’ Dobrotvorska
said.
Several competitors have also expressed their disgust
at public messages from the Russian Canoe Federation
supporting their country’s invasion of Ukraine.

James Wharram has died after a long and very fulfilled life. He was a
rebel who broke the rules, successfully, an inspiration to us all. He didn’t
get off the beaten track so much as establishing new tracks which have
become beaten as a result.
A marine archaeologist, he spent much time studying the sailing boats
of the Pacific. It was universally believed that Polynesian canoes could
not sail upwind. James thought otherwise, designed and built the first
British ocean catamaran and sailed it to Trinidad in 1955. A succession
of catamaran designs followed, from 4.3m to 19m, and have been built
by many enthusiasts around the world. The flexible connections, used in
Polynesian craft, avoid the stresses of rigid catamarans and none of his
large designs is believed ever to have capsized.
An important activity was taking the Polynesian canoe back to the
islanders and the Lapita Voyage crossed from the Philippines to the
Solomon Islands. His 1959 passage from New York to Ireland had been

the first known multihull crossing of the Atlantic eastbound, four years
after he had crossed the other way with Jutta Schultze-Rohnhof and
Ruth Merseberger. The trio were frowned upon, even more than other
German women after the war. When Jutta died Hanneke Boon became
the third member of the trio and so they have remained until Ruth’s
death in 2013. Shedding their kit when appropriate was also frowned
upon, as was mixing with the locals rather than frequenting white
sailing clubs.
His articles have included Falmouth 60 years later in Dec 2015 and Éric
de Bisschop and James Wharram, catamaran pioneers in Nov 2020.
Originally a Mancunian, his home base had been in Cornwall for
many years and his ashes were cast to the ebb tide at Falmouth, from
where he had set out in 1955. He is survived by Hanneke and by Jutta’s
son, Jamie.

Ali Mohammed Awada
Ali Mohammed Awada was found dead in his house after an apparent
burglary attempt. Having lived in Toulouse for many years, during
which time he was a technical director for the French Olympic team,
he moved to Lebanon in 1995, set up the Lebanese canoeing federation
and was determined to introduce paddling as a way of uniting the
country after two decades of civil war.

Welsh Winter of Wellbeing
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Fowler’s Makery & Mischief YouTube channel includes a History Channel Alone
winning video of building a kayak from sticks and two boxes of tape to escape
from an island. The kayak was not entirely dry and lacked a seat but it got him
back to the mainland. Zachary Fowler moved from Vermont to Maine to build
classic wooden boats.

The Winter of Wellbeing is part of a £20,000,000
package to support children and families as they recover
from the pandemic. A range of outdoor activities have
been on offer at centres around Wales over the half term,
including canoeing, but the worst river access situation
of any country in the world remains unaddressed.
Baroness Tanni Grey-Thompson, born in Cardiff,
a multi medal winning Paralympic competitor and a
member of the House of Lords, has been appointed to
chair Sport Wales.
CANOEIST May 2022
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1938 - 2022

It was with considerable sadness that in early January I had to report
the death of MCC vice president and honorary member Dave Patrick.
I had known Dave since the very first time I set foot in the Midland
Canoe Club, when I had been invited by a then GPO Telephones work
colleague, Mick Hill, to the club’s annual bonfire night party in 1963,
down at the old clubhouse, which in those days was behind what was
then the Fisherman’s Rest pub (now the Steamboat) at Trent Lock,
Long Eaton.
Sometime during the evening Dave came up to me and asked ‘Are
you just down here for the women or do you want to come canoeing?’
I answered that I couldn’t swim but his quick response was ‘We’ll teach
you that.’ He/they didn’t but that’s another story. I can’t remember what
position, if any, Dave held on the club committee at that time but it
quickly became clear that he was part of the organizing team because
I’d only been in the club for a few years before he roped me in also.
Sometime around 1964ish Mick Hill came back from a slalom, the
proud owner of a secondhand glassfibre KW3 slalom kayak made by
Roy Staley’s Streamlyte Mouldings Co down in Brighton. This was
only the second GRP kayak in MCC at that time, the first being Ron
Miller’s red Bavarian made Klepper, but the KW3 was the top UK
slalom kayak at that time. Given that our club had by then had an
influx of us new and younger members and that none of us had boats,
apart, that is, from the great, green, string and canvas bathtub built by
Tony Parnham, Dave decided to take a mould off Mick’s boat and
start making copies in his garage in Spondon. This was quite illegal,
of course, but it got us all afloat for the then princely sum of £12 per
kayak so long as we helped him make them.
Whether it was the fumes from the resin or Dave’s ever active mind,
he decided that if he could get a kayak design that he could make
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legitimately he could probably make a living at it so he resigned from
his job as a chemist at R-R Nuclear on Raynesway and set himself
up in one of the old brick built shacks at Old Stanley Colliery, West
Hallam, under the name, P&H Fibreglass Products. The H was someone
else in MCC but he never took any active part in the company so
Dave decided to go it alone as soon as they’d registered the name. The
first legal kayak he acquired and built under licence was the Soar Valley
Special, designed by Frank and Dick Goodman at their equally newly
registered company,Valley Canoe Products.
Shortly after that a guy named Dick Gays designed Dave’s first P&H
owned slalom spec kayak, the Defiant, which didn’t sell too well but was
swiftly followed (no pun intended) by the Swift, which did.
As Dave’s P&H business grew, so did the workshop space
requirements. His first move was across the yard into a larger shed unit
that was part of a long row of similarly brick built colliery buildings
along that side but it wasn’t long before he expanded further into one
of the adjacent workshops and then into the one on the other side,
making three in all. Ultimately, though, even this roomy setup wasn’t big
enough and neither did the arrangement provide particularly suitable
space for customers to visit and see the growing range of products so he
moved a few yards up the road and took over what had previously been
the old pit baths next door and P&H has been there ever since.
However, the business needed to change. Relying on slalom kayaks
alone necessitated a continuous supply of new designs as the sport
and its fashions advanced and, whilst P&H did well with models like
the Alpha, Phazer, Phusion and Phighter, it was not sustainable. For a
short while in the early 1970s Dave formed an alliance with German
manufacturer (Paul) Hahn, leading many to think that P&H stood for
Patrick & Hahn, which, of course, it didn’t. During the 70s P&H also
started making surf kayaks, initially with (predictably) the Surpher and
then the sit on top version, the Surphski.
It’s probably fair to say that if it hadn’t been for a guy named Derek
Hutchinson coming along around 1980ish in search of a manufacturer
for his early sea kayak designs that P&H might not be here today. It is,
however, certainly fair to say that, initially, Dave didn’t get sea paddlers,
mainly because (as he complained), ‘They all want something different!’
which he found quite irritating. To his credit, though, he quickly saw
their reasons and therefore his need for a slight shift towards a more
bespoke offering and, for the next decade at least, DCH’s designs
became the mainstay of the company and ultimately led to the name
change to P&H Sea Kayaks. By this time, also, Dave was a keen sea
kayaker himself and both he and Carole enjoyed taking their boats on
the sea in this country and abroad. The only time I recall that he really
got into trouble was when he hadn’t strapped Carole’s brand new, white
and, by then, P&H/Peter Orton designed Quest sea kayak properly
on to the roof of their car, so when he had to brake suddenly on the
northbound M5 they both watched, horrified, as the kayak shot off the
roof (fortunately not kebabbing the car in front) and slithered up the
nearside lane at about 60mph, leaving a long streak of white gelcoat on
the tarmac and Dave getting an earful from Carole!
It was during this 1970s/80s evolution from using general purpose
kayaks on the sea to using proper sea kayaks, that MCC’s Ernie Phillips
designed the prototype retractable skeg, fitted initially to Ernie’s own
Swift kayak: it was quite a crude proof of concept device at that stage,
operated by piano wire emerging through a tiny hole in the deck and
wrapped around a piece of sawn off broom handle. Ultimately, however,
around 1985/86ish, this first emerged onto the retail scene in the form
of a fairly sturdy aluminium skeg blade operated by a slider in the deck
of a DCH designed P&H Fjord sea kayak. The Fjord was not a new
design but actually an Icefloe kayak with the bow and stern chopped
down to make it less straight running and hence easier to manœuvre.
I think this is the first time a retractable skeg had appeared on a sea
kayak, another P&H first.
In terms of Dave’s personal life, early in my MCC years tragedy
struck when his first wife, Daphne, committed suicide as a result of
post natal depression shortly after the birth of their second child,
daughter Jane. This was, of course, an extremely difficult period
as Dave had been passionately devoted to Daphne but some
years later he married again, to Annie, who brought two more
boys into the family, Phillip and Bobby, and then they had a
child between them, son Paul.
Some years later that marriage foundered and Dave married
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his third wife, Carole, who was then the secretary at P&H. In the late
90s Dave and Carole decided to move down to Cornwall following
their retirement, though they retained their P&H directorships for a few
more years until P&H was sold to Pyranha in 2003. Their first couple of
years down south were spent renting at Hartland Point but then, around
2001, they bought their present house in the village of Marhamchurch,
just outside Bude.
Dave had remained active in the canoe club right until that time,
holding a variety of positions over those four decades, one of which was
slalom officer. MCC used to run up to three slaloms each year in those
days as, despite being hard work, they brought in considerable bunce
for the club coffers. These events have included the Div 1 on the River
Lune, near Sedbergh, Divs 3/4 at Swarkestone and Darley Abbey, Div 1
at Bala Mill and, in the late 1970s/early 80s, a Premier event further up
the Tryweryn at what in 1981 became the Bala international site.
In his later years Dave was club chairman and, after he stepped down
from that, Albert Woods kindly relinquished his club president role to
become a VP and allow Dave to take that position, which he held until
2002, stepping down himself after his move to Cornwall, when he also
became a VP.
His legacy in MCC is huge, though few today would be aware of
that. When we were kicked out of our building behind the Fisherman’s
Rest at Trent Lock in 1972 and despite some earlier members still
thinking it was me, my recollection is that it was actually Dave Patrick
who found the current riverside site, previously occupied by the
Derwent Sailing Club, who’d recently had to move out when the river
level dropped following work that lowered the level of the Darley
Abbey weir. Dave also provided us with the first three lane slide.
That slide was a one piece structure in sky blue glassfibre: it had two
flowing curves, the first convex as the angle steepened, then the concave
curve to shoot the boat into the river.
Dave was a very practical individual and built the P&H business
through that combination of high intelligence, innovation and sheer
hard graft. Everyone in the club respected him (back in the 60s his
nickname amongst us youngsters was Daddy P) and it’s only fair to
say that during his tenure the club and its members were constant
beneficiaries of his and P&H’s largesse. Status never mattered to Dave:
often when people walked into the factory at West Hallam the first
person they saw was a guy in a dustcoat sweeping the floor. They’d ask
to be directed to the owner and Dave would say ‘That’s me.’ There was
no job in the whole of P&H that Dave had not done, could not do or
was not prepared to do. It’s fair to say that it was his personal striving for
continuous improvement and top quality that, at least through the 1980s
and 90s, led P&H to be the UK’s premier sea kayak manufacturer for
many years.
In his early years near Bude he and Carole briefly took up golf but
our years playing squash in an MCC squash ladder in the 1970s had
proved that Dave never really had an eye for a ball so that didn’t last but
he was far more successful with the other pastime he took up down
there, building and flying radio controlled model aircraft and helicopters,
from which he gained great satisfaction and pleasure.
It is only fair to admit, if somewhat sad, that most current members of
MCC will not have heard the name Dave Patrick but many from a few
decades ago will recall with clarity the massive influence and positive
effect that Dave had, not just on MCC but also on our own younger
lives as we navigated our teenage years and beyond. At P&H he had
been described as a firm but fair boss but it is equally fair to say that he
was the same with us. He had a strong set of values and certainly kicked
our backsides and straightened us out when we needed it, which was
probably quite often.
Dave had a good sense of humour (although, as with most of us, it
was of its time) and he liked a beer; it perhaps dates us to admit that
for a while, back then, our preferred tipple was Ind Coope’s Double
Diamond. He also liked to get a sun tan.
In those days we went on three or four club and family surfing
holidays each year to places like Black Rock Sands at Easter, Red Wharf
Bay on Anglesey over the May Day BH, Whitesand Bay (St David’s)
over Whitsun (now Spring BH) and down to Polzeath in July or August.
Slalom and surfing were our main activities for years and always in the
same boats.
In 1992 Tim Oldrini and I set off with Dave and Carole to kayak
camp round Anglesey, anticlockwise from Beaumaris over five days,
camping at Moelfre, Hen Borth (near Carmel Head), Trearddur Bay and
at the Mermaid Inn (in the Menai Strait, though it’s now been closed
for some years) but after a tough first day Dave and Carole gave the
next two days a miss while Tim and I carried on. The reason for this
(although we were only to find out three days later) was that Dave was

John Chamberlin photoraphs

David Frank Patrick

beginning to have heart problems but hadn’t yet told anyone. However,
they rejoined us on the water as we left Trearddur Bay and did the last
two days with us.

John Chamberlin,
President, MCC

My first recollection of Dave was as a C1 slalomist when there were not a
lot of them about. He was also the first person to use a drysuit for slalom, not
entirely successfully as the latex would stick to itself, which Dave tried to prevent
by the liberal application of French chalk or talcum powder, clouds of which
regularly enveloped him. - Ed.

INCIDENT FILE
Quick Lizard rescue

A paddler who capsized 2km south of Coverack at lunchtime in late
January was fortunate that a Royal Navy helicopter was about to start
a training exercise five minutes away in Falmouth Bay. The paddler had
a personal locator beacon with his buoyancy aid. His rescuer on the
line was making his first such attempt and all went well in pulling the
paddler from the water and taking him to Culdrose. The Lizard lifeboat
was also on its way.

The paddleboard problem

The Coastguard report a particularly busy year last year. A senior
Coastguard official for south and west Wales said ‘It was mostly calls to
help paddleboarders who’d got into difficulties.
‘The restrictions saw lots of people taking up paddleboarding for the
first time and a lot of people were going out on them not knowing stuff
like the tide times.’
This has the benefit of making kayaks seem safer by comparison. It
is reminiscent of when windsurfers became fashionable and suddenly
International Canoes did not seem so extreme.

Has your email address changed or do you want to be added to the
mailing list when copies of Canoeist are issued?
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk with your email address (with your former
email address if changed) and ask us to add you to the list.
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Still waters
run deep
The EA, Norfolk Rivers
Trust and Norwich City
Council have been
modifying the River
Yare around the south
of Norwich, including
making it run fast over
gravel. In East Anglia,
where gradients are
flat, this usually means
making them too
shallow for boats.
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because of the fortnight recess in early May was, at
best, evasive. Clearly, Defra do not wish us to see this
document, so we should make every effort to do so.

Ant water

Countryside access questions

A Parliamentary Written Answer to Chi Onwurah
(Lab, Newcastle upon Tyne Central) about countryside
access brought an unusually long answer for Rebecca
Pow but did not once mention water users. Another
from Victoria Prentis to Alex Sobel (Lab, Leeds NW) was
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about payment to landowners for access and was more
interested in the funding than what would result from it.
Scottish Government emergency funding for outdoor
education residential centres in Scotland has been
increased to £4,500,000. Many centres have been hit
hard during the pandemic. They have had many of their
usual expenses but little income and it is appreciated
what an essential service they provide to young people.
Baroness Bennett of Manor Castle (Green) asked in a
Parliamentary Written Question when the Commission
on Access to the Outdoors would conclude its work
and report. Lord Benyon (Con), the former Waterways
Minister who refused to attend a meeting set up with
various canoeing interests on access, replied that the
Commission were ‘considering how to increase access to
green spaces’, that ‘The Spending Review is providing
more than £30 million to improve public access to
green spaces’, ‘We are also investing £9 million to level
up urban green spaces’ and grants will be given to local
authorities ‘to deliver new green spaces in over 100 of
the neighbourhoods most deprived of green spaces’. This
repeated use of the term ‘green spaces’ is to make it very
clear that he is referring only to land. He continues his
deafening silence on water.
Likewise, a reply by Prentis to Virendra Sharma (Lab,
Ealing, Southall) regarding the 2020 Agriculture Act
refers only to access on land.
Caroline Lucas (Green, Br ighton Pavilion) is
becoming a leader among MPs willing to ask about
river access. Recent questions from her have brought
interesting answers from Rebecca Pow, who admits
that there has been a ‘considerable increase’ in the last
couple of years of people taking up watersports and
that this ‘can have a positive effect of people’s physical
and mental wellbeing.’ When we asked the EA for the
list of ‘voluntary access agreements’, the route suggested
by Pow, they were unable to name any and referred us
to BC. Apparently the estimate of waters without access
problems has increased by over 20% in the last 21 years,
as distinct from any actual increase, but, as they do not
have any figures, it is hard to say how they arrive at such
a guess. There will have been some increase because
of canal restorations, which they do not normally
control, but we are not aware of any others. Despite the
considerable increase in users, there has not even been
an assessment in the last two decades. Parliamentary
rules do not permit historical questions to go back more
than 30 years. If they did, would there have been any
improvement in the last century? Contrast this with
the data that the EA regularly present on angling and
their expenditure on it. Note Pow’s lack of explanation
why there is this lack of progress for watersports, lack of
interest or lack of an apology.
An answer to another Lucas question on Farming
in Protected Landscapes and Green Recovery Fund
suggested 25 projects have included access to inland
waterways, not to be on them. The statement that data
on inland waterway access is not held centrally did
not include an offer to collect it centrally, information
that the EA would already expect to be held centrally
on angling, footpaths and the like but not water unless
there was the intention to keep it hidden or unless the
information was too bad to collect.
Tr ying again, Lucas asked for the Access to
t h e O u t d o o r s C o m m i s s i o n f i n a l re p o r t a n d
recommendations to be placed in the Parliamentary
library. That the yes/no answer could not be given

The EA claim that plants, fish, birds and other wildlife
in the Ant valley will benefit from 3,000,000m3 of water
being returned to the environment for an undeclared
period by clamping down on extraction. Although they
do not say so, they will also benefit from the restoration
of the navigation which has been put on hold for a
decade by the EA and has become clogged up with
weed as a result. The river is now in a far poorer state
than it was at the time of our guide (Aug 95, p37), a
repeat of what the EA have done to the Forty Foot
Drain.

The River Ant at Ebridge in 1995, now choked.

Severn fish passes

The CRT, along with the EA, Natural England and
others, have been installing fish passes on the River
Severn to allow the passage of shad. Unlike the one at
Bevere (Nov 21, p17), those at Lincolm, Holt and Diglis
have deep narrow slots. No attempt has been made to
incorporate canoe chutes, as would have been the case
on the Continent, and they do not look pleasant for any
members of staff who fall in. Portages can be long and
poorly marked. Bevere and Diglis used to be shot during
marathon national championships. The average cost of
each ladder is £10,000,000.
A fire that damaged a bridge over the new fish pass at
Bevere after Easter has been described as arson. However,
the size of some of the trees in the logjam suggests
that they could not have been put there manually. The
obstructions in the water are too close together for a
canoe to pass and would also be too close to pass trees in
the water, presumably something that might have been
considered at the design stage. No doubt the obstruction
placed in the former canoe chute at the toe of the weir
will also collect debris in due course. A more likely
scenario is that vandals thought it would be fun to set
light to the logjam. As a result there was damage to the
bridge, from which the public had already been excluded
when trying to inspect the safety of the chute. A priority
is to have the chute made safe so that it does not need
to be inspected and then consider what is to be done to
stop trees piling up in these very expensive fish passes.
Above: The Bevere
bonfire.
Left: The fish pass at Holt
but no canoe chute.
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Dirty waterways

The Environmental Audit Committee, which can
do no more than make recommendations, claims that
no English river is pollution free. Scotland does best
in Britain with 66% of rivers in Good condition and
Wales with 40% compared with England’s 14%. The
south and southwest of England are particularly bad
with four times as many rivers in bad condition as in the
rest of England. Culprits at causing pollution are 40%
agriculture, fertilizer and pesticides, particularly intensive
chicken rearing, 35% sewage overflows and 18% urban
runoff. They suggest that every river should have a
designated bathing area by 2025.
The latest survey of waterways, taken in 2019, showed
that 16% of waterways (14% in England) were of Good
Ecological Status. The Government target is to bring
three quarters to as near that status as possible as soon as
practical. Poor farming practices are to be tackled with
education, regulation and financial incentives. The EA
take samples regularly but at bathing beaches this is for
public health reasons only. Elsewhere it is for ecological
quality.
The Welsh Government say that their coastal bathing
water quality is some of the best in Europe. They are
particularly proud of Cemaes Bay, which was Poor in
2017 but Excellent in 2021.
Scotland’s bathing water had a 99% pass rate for
environmental water quality standards last year. Notably
improved were Ayr south beach and Rockcliffe,
where SEPA have been working with farmers to stop
their pollution being released into these catchments.
Enthusiastic comments came from Mairi McAllan, the
Minister for Environment & Land Reform. Now, there’s
a job title you won’t hear south of the border.
She has also announced action to clean up beaches.
Lost fishing gear is a particular problem as it is hard to
recycle.
The public are to be educated not to flush wet wipes
and sanitary products down toilets.
The EA say 99% of over 400 officially designated
bathing waters were Excellent, Good or Sufficient in
2021. These are nearly all coastal although the River
Wharfe at Ilkley was added to the list last year.
The Marine Conservation Society’s annual beach
clean has found the lowest level of litter for twenty
years, less than half of the 2014 figure. They credit this
to plastic bans or restrictions. Could some of this be the
aftermath of lockdowns?

Wye information

A Coastguard blog celebrated World Pet
Day by showing some sea creatures they
had rescued. However, suggesting that they
are pets might encourage people to interact
with them whereas the usual advice is to
report them to a body able to rescue them
appropriately if applicable. Some animals,
such as the baby seal in the cage, can
deliver a decent bite if they feel threatened,
likely to be the case if they are stranded.
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The EA have published a list of dates for events on the
Wye, including boating and angling events, together with
contact details.
They say that use of the Wye above Hay is
disputed and so users should act as if there is no right
of navigation. There is also a link to the River Wye
navigation bylaws of 2003, which relate to the handling
of vessels on the river but say nothing about removing
the right of navigation.
The online Information to help boaters on the River Wye
has been updated by the Government, meaning Defra,
meaning the EA. It includes the following statement:
Access upstream of Hay Bridge
• there is no confirmed legal right of navigation
upstream of Hay Bridge
• access to navigate the upper Wye is disputed
• there are two arrangements to help facilitate shared
access and river use between anglers and paddlers; please
refer to the Wye & Usk Foundation website and the
Canoe Wye website for further details
• much of the upper Wye isn’t recommended for
beginners, or boaters who don’t have considerable
experience of white water; please read the available
guides before paddling
• it is recommended that you check and if necessary
obtain permission from the owner(s) of the riverbed
along your route before you access the river

Our note:
* The EA are unable or unwilling to name any
legislation removing the general right of navigation.
* The EA do not accept the Wye Navigation Act of
1695, where the preamble talks of the ‘free and open
Navigation upon the Rivers Wye and Lugg, and the
Streams falling into them’.
* The EA dispute about the right to navigate the upper
Wye does not remove that right.
* The EA can give no reason why users should need to
obtain permission from riverbed owners.
* The EA ask you to check although they claim not to
know themselves and that it would be too expensive for
them to find out
Numbers of salmon in the Wye are at an all time low.
Blame is being put on angling methods, farm pollution
and the weather rather than canoeists, a welcome change.
The EA also have a regularly updated list of closures
for boating and swimming events to take place on the
Thames.

Scottish access

Scotland has access arrangements centuries ahead of
those south of the border but not everyone in Scotland is
happy with that and attempts are being made to unpick
the Scottish Access Code, especially over wild camping,
not least by NFU Scotland and Scottish Landed Estates.
This is not only a problem for paddlers but also ramblers
and climbers, who are concerned about the issues being
created.
Landowners have been trying to reduce numbers of
paddlers on the Spey by making parking difficult. While
the police have been helpful, paddlers have been fined
even when parked a couple of metres off the road.
Some concerns are justified. Litter is becoming more
of an issue. Some holidaymakers who usually go to Spain
and leave their litter to be cleared up the next day by the
authorities have been going to Scotland instead because
of Covid restrictions and have expected their slovenly
behaviour to be cleared up here as well.
Invasive American crayfish have travelled to the
Pattack from the south of England and there is suspicion
that they may have been brought by canoeists. Travelling
with hull upwards not only gets rid of any residual water
in a canoe but also keeps fresh rainwater out so that you
launch with a dry cockpit.
Dogs remain a concern for landowners with more
people having become dog owners during lockdown.
Dogs not on leads may be shot.
Paddleboarders are also an increasing problem with
many of them new to rivers.
Wildlife enthusiasts are becoming more vociferous,
particularly over the Aigas gorge on the Beauly, where
it is claimed that paddlers disturb ospreys and peregrine
falcons, especially paddleboarders, so it is suggested that
paddlers stay away from March to mid May, the nesting
season. Wildlife seems to be more concerned by human
beings, identified by their pair of legs. Paddlers do not
go around on a visible pair of legs, neither do those on
horseback, but paddleboarders do.
Small hydro schemes on the Etive tributaries have
been an increasing difficulty. Three of these have been
withdrawn but they remain on the Allt a’ Chaoruinn, Allt
Fhaolain, Allt Ceitlein and Allt Mheuran. Operators are
required to permit recreational use of these rivers. They
can be shut down for a couple of hours when a code
is put in at a control building and they can have their
licences revoked if they do not permit recreational use.
The SCA website has a new version of the Paddlers’
Access Code at irp-cdn-website.com, giving lots of
information on the rights and responsibilities of paddlers.
Even for those not paddling in Scotland it is as well to
be aware of the responsibilities, even where rights are
withheld.
For those north of the border Jonathan Esk-Riddell
wants to receive applications for funding for small
projects from the Andy Jackson Fund for Access.
CANOEIST May 2022
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Record footpaths
Many public
footpaths, not least those
leading to rivers and
canals, are no longer
marked on maps. These
must be registered by
January 2026 or they
will be lost permanently.
The Ramblers have spent
much time studying
old maps to record
those that are no longer
marked and are calling
on the public to help.
Getting to the water is
the first step in getting
onto the water so
record any you know by
visiting ramblers.org.uk/
dontloseyourway.
Beavers
being spread
The Scottish
Government are working
with NatureScot and
others to spread beavers
across Scotland and
even into England.
There are estimated
to be nearly 1,000 of
them now, primarily
in the Forth and Tay
catchments, some being
moved because of the
problems being caused
for agriculture and other
land use. They habitually
dam rivers and are now
a protected species.
Lugg court case
The EA and Natural
England are taking legal
action against a riparian
owner on the River Lugg
after dredging work
straightened an SSSI.
The action increased the
flow rate, an EA policy
being used increasingly
in East Anglia. Photos
taken before vegetation
began to return were
shown in May 2021,
p13.
How many?
The EA report selling
just over 1,000,000
angling licences to what
they call ‘the growing
angling community’. It
is not clear how this fits
in with the 4,000,000
anglers they were
claiming a few years
ago to justify the level
of funding they were
spending on angling or
how many of these with
multiple rods need more
than one licence.
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Lochs warming

A report published by the Centre of Expertise for
Waters in Scotland says 97% of locks for which there is
adequate data showed an increase of water temperature
in the period 2015-9. While 88% warmed by 0.2-1˚C
per year, 9% increased by 1-1.3˚C per year. This increases

More Thames flood channels

The £150,000,000 Oxford Flood Alleviation Scheme
should come with a confirmed right of navigation via
the Thames Conservancy Act. Of the ten sponsoring
authorities, the EA is as near as we get to a boating
interest, not shown in the artist’s drawing. As usual for
the EA, no human beings are visible.
The EA are currently consulting suppliers over their
Runnymede Channel from Egham Hythe to Chertsey
and Spelthorne Channel from Laleham to Shepperton in
the vicinity of the M3. Sunbury, Molesey and Teddington
weirs are also to have their capacities increased. The
flood relief channels will be an extension of the concept
used for the Jubilee River around Maidenhead and
Windsor, a scheme that won various awards but was
found to be designed under capacity and had one of
its weirs partially collapse at an early stage. Despite the
Thames Conservancy Act, which states categorically
that there is a right of navigation on any channel leaving
and returning to the Thames, the EA tried to have the
right of navigation removed from the Jubilee River, only

the risk of algal blooms which affect other plant species
and produce toxins that can affect people and animals.
Recommendations include reducing the amount of
phosphorus and nitrogen from artificial fertilizers getting
into the water and also keeping human and animal waste
out.
prevented by an error when the Minister was signing the
documentation. Even then, use by boats was prevented
until long after others had been permitted to use the
banks for walking, cycling and angling. The obvious
upstream launch point was blocked by planting a line
of trees at very close centres. Construction of the latest
scheme is expected to begin in 2025.

The Foxys, Mountains & Lochs
21 Lochs, 21 Mountains, 2021

Above: Oxford. Below: Runnymede and Spelthorne.
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Memories to share?
Do any of your trips deserve a
larger readership? We are pleased to
hear from those who wish to share
memories of their trips with others.
mail@canoeist.co.uk

cycling through a thunderstorm on my way up to An Dùn as night
fell with both my bike and head torches failing, saved only by finding
A Foxy is the combined traverse of a loch or lake (over 1km long) a deserted but dry croft that provided a refuge. Another time, clinging
and the summiting of a mountain (over 2,000 ft) bearing the same onto rocks on the top of Ben More Assynt as the wind howled over the
name; there are only 21 Foxys so not as extensive as the quantums of ridge and the sheer endurance of paddling Loch Lomond against deep
Munros, Corbetts, Grahams or Wainwrights but lists are lists and these side swells and strong headwinds and finally finishing in the dark just
past the welcome harbour lights of Ardlui.
are adventures in waiting.
The concept of the Foxys evolved quickly; in 2020 I had started to
It’s not a race, not everyone likes an early start and some of us may
not be super fit or have 2 legs or the weather may just be against us. The formulate some home-grown challenges as European and international
traverse of lakes may be in Kayaks, Canoes, pack-rafts, SUP’s or even travel was clearly not going to happen and the rules on travelling
walking the shoreline to appreciate the grandeur of the surrounding between our internal borders on the UK mainland was somewhat mired
in political gesturing. After the first lockdown ended we were consigned
mountains. So, no rules really, just an excuse for an adventure.
There are moments when everything converges, the wind dies down, to ‘local travel’ and therefore we started to concentrate on kayaking trips
the clouds dissolve and the sun shines, the moment when every sense that only required up to a one hour car journey, then 2 or 3 hours on
is heightened, everything appears pin sharp. There are other moments a river so that we could be back in time for a late lunch. As the year
when, starting out through damp low lying cloud, boots soaking up progressed the lockdowns eased, first with the Lake District and then
the dew laden cobwebs, uncertain that there will be any view on finally Scotland, and we took the time to visit family in the far north.
offer, you feel a warming sensation. The sun starts to crest the rise Whilst paddling out on Loch Hope I was conscious of the imposing
in front of you and almost in an instant you turn and face the most bulk of Ben Hope and in that moment the idea of paddling lochs and
amazing view; above the clouds, every surrounding peak is silhouetted climbing mountains of the same name was born. Three mountains
in shades of blue against a crystal-clear sky. There are moments when and lochs immediately sprang to mind, Hope, Lomond and Loyal. I
you are tired, everything aches, it’s been a long day out and you find established an initial list of eight and then I floated the idea on the
yourself immersed in the centre of the wilderness; out here no one is Walk Highlands website in March 2021. Plenty of suggestions followed
listening and you feel so insignificant amidst these towering monoliths so I set a few rules for a Foxy; mountains over 2,000 ft and lochs over
of mountains. These journeys of the Foxys, contrived from an arbitrary 1km, all a bit arbitrary, and no sea lochs as they are open ended. The list
set of data, have taken me to places where I would not normally go. finally reached 21 in number including the honorary Coniston in the
Many of the mountain journeys have been solo affairs; I like company Lake District. The traverse of lochs may be in kayaks, canoes, packrafts,
and there were a couple of occasions, as my feet slipped, that it may SUPs or even walking the shoreline to appreciate the grandeur of the
have been prudent to have had someone else there but I also like to surrounding mountains at a leisurely pace. So, no rules really, just an
go at a pace that suits me and I don’t feel pressurised if I just want to excuse for an adventure and to travel to places you may not normally
lie down and shut my eyes for 30 minutes. These journeys have also go. Over the course of six months and eight trips, the Acts, as I named
utilized different modes of transport, using mountain bikes to devour them, I finally completed the Foxys on the summit of Beinn Liath
foot slogging miles where tracks permit and the subsequent reward of Mhór Fannaich in October 2021. This is an account of the first trip.
a helter-skelter ride out and the use of packrafts where I can take to
the water in places where it would be impossible to convey a hard shell 1 Ben Avon (Leabaidh an Daimh Bhuide) & Loch Avon
kayak. Travelling between locations has also been a significant part of the 2 Loch Lomond & Ben Lomond
experience. Taking the snow roads to the northwest of the Cairngorms, 3 Loch Beinn Dearg & Beinn Dearg
taking the least travelled roads from east to west in the far north as you 4 Loch Eanaich & Einich Cairn
view roaming storm fronts that cross the high plateaux or the roads that 5 Loch Fannich & Beinn Liath Mor Fannaich
twist and turn through the undulating landscape of the borders. On two 6 Loch Loyne & Beinn Loinne
occasions I have taken the train from London to Scotland, focusing on 7 Loch Assynt & Ben Mor Assynt
a particular day trip, An Dùn and Einich; these would be epic days out 8 An Dun & Loch an Duin
if only for the cycling but adding on a loch and a mountain created a 9 Dubh Loch & Creag an Dubh-loch
10 Loch Eilde Mor & Sgur Eilde Mor
truly multi-adventure scenario.
There have been some tough moments as well, getting soaked whilst 11 Loch Loyal & Ben Loyal
12 Loch Hope & Ben Hope
13 Loch Damh & Ben Damh
14 Loch Glas & Glas Leathad Beag (Ben Wyvis)
Convergence
15 Meall Chuaich & Loch Cuaich
Stills the wind
16 Coniston Water & The Old Man of Coniston
Reveals the sun
17 Loch a’ Beinn Mheadhoin & Beinn a’ Mheadhoin (Glen Affric)
Smooths the
18 Storr Lochs & The Storr
Rippled reflections
19 Loch Stack & Ben Stack
And I am here
20 Loch Blair & Meall Blair
Lost
21 Talla Reservoir & Talla Cleuch Head
In this moment of being
Bonus: Cnoc Damh & Loch an Daimh
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On Coniston Water, England’s only Foxy.
Act1 (Coniston, Lomond, Mheadhoin, Stack, Loyal,Tulla)
Timing is everything – the cross-border travel between England
and Scotland was to resume on 26th April 2021 and this fortunately
coincided with some annual leave. We stayed in the Lake District to
kick start the Foxys with a paddle on Coniston Water and an ascent
of the Old Man of Coniston. Glorious blue and windless skies and
the flat calm waters of Coniston were followed by cold beers and a
barbeque, catching up with old friends; what more could you ask for?
It was looking good for the week ahead. On the Sunday night, as
cross border travel restrictions lifted, we headed north into Scotland;
by passing Glasgow, we headed to the southern end of Loch Lomond.
After a few hours’ sleep in the car we were awoken by the 5am alarm;
it was a short drive to Rowardennan and the carpark on the shores of
the loch. Just after 6am, after a quick brew, I started up the Ben Lomond
track; quickly breaking out of the treeline and with a reasonable path I
reached the summit at 8am. Alone. It had been some time since I had
been mountain walking and suddenly I began to realise what I had been
missing, the exposure to high mountain views, scrambling over rocks,
a sense of the unknown. The weather was holding where I was but
looking a little unfavourable in the distance.
From the top you can see clearly into Loch Lomond and it was
possible to map the route that we would take in our kayaks through
the many islands in the southern end of the loch. I set off down and
soon started to cross paths with the morning’s ascenders, each of
whom had thought he had stolen the early start.
After a second breakfast we shuttled the car with the help of
friends from Glasgow to the end of the loch at Ardlui and returned
to launch our kayaks at Balloch. It was 2pm by the time we had
launched out onto the water and now the wind had picked up. This
was a day of large side swells on the early open crossings and strong
headwinds later in the day. There were brief respites as we navigated
between the islands but still it did become a gruelling eight hours of
paddling, finally finishing in the dark a little way beyond the lights
of Ardlui. Fortunately, we had brought head torches to light our way
from the bank back to the car. That Monday night was spent snug in
our car at the top of Glencoe with the rain beating down.

The following day the alarm went off again at 4am
and we wound our way down through Glen Coe past
Fort William and up towards Glen Affric to Beinn a’
Mheadhoin. The rain and wind continued and the
route to the summit of Beinn a’ Mheadhoin was slow,
climbing through wet spongy heather with my head
remaining bent down to avoid the oncoming rain. I
spent as little time as possible on the summit as there
were no views to speak of although I could look
down into the glens on the north side. However, as
I descended, the clouds started to lift and there were
fine views into Glen Affric. We scouted some potential
put in points to get into Loch Affric, all of which
looked like some fence or steep bank negotiation may
be required. I returned to Loch Beinn a’ Mheadhoin;
the wind had crept back in and an initially squally
start softened up as I progressed down the loch; the
flat light and the lack of variation in the bankside
vegetation made it difficult to discern what was an
isthmus and what not. Unfortunately I had forgotten
to bring the map and it was too wet and windy to view the GPS
map on my phone and at one point I had to portage a narrow
sand bar. This was an end-to-end trip with an easy takeout near
the dam. From here we headed further north to Lairg where
more comfortable accommodation was waiting.
In the far north the weather appears to have a mind of its own;
you can see storms roaming the wide-open expanses of moorland.
Sometimes they just pass you by; other times you have to slow the
car in the onslaught of hail and rain. After a comfortable night’s
sleep and plenty of rehydration we set out again, heading up past
Loch Shin to Ben Stack. This is an imposing solitary mountain; it
looks like a volcano from the roadside view as you drive towards
it. The route up Ben Stack follows a spine of rock almost all the
way up before the last steep summit push; I was surprised to find
another solitary walker at the top. After all this lockdown rumpus
it was difficult getting used to the crowds again. The cloud
level had drifted
down on the
final ascent so
the views from
the top were
obscured but as
I descended the
sun came out
and we launched
our kayaks
onto Loch
Stack amidst
gentle r ipples,
to one side the
imposing flanks
of Ben Stack,
on the other the
softer grey tones
of the screes of
Ben Arkle.

Arrival at Loch a’ Beinn Mheadhoin.

Ben Stack rises above Loch Stack.

Anne Garland on Loch Lomond.
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Loch Stack can be a bleak place.
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Ben Loyal, the Queen of Scottish Mountains.

The following day we headed to Loch Loyal and Ben Loyal; some
heavy hailstorms that we had passed through had left the summit of
Ben Klibreck smothered in a white frosting. Although the storm had
passed, the winds were strong and setting out on the loch became a
challenge. The wind was whipping up a suitable swell, which is all
well and good heading into it but on the return back down the loch
surfing and steering became somewhat challenging. Throughout this
the long length of Ben Loyal with its many summits had remained clear
of clouds. Whilst I had planned on ascending this the following day it
was too tempting not take advantage of this weather window. Driving
a little further north, I took a direct route from the road opposite
Loch Craggie, keeping the summit tor of An Caisteal in my sights. It
is not easy going, breaking a trail across the moorland of peat bog and
heather where hidden holes can easily trip you up. I headed to the top
of the bealach and then scrambled a steep green swathe of grass that
takes you up to right of Creag Riabhaich. From there I cut straight up
to the summit tor an imposing mass of rock, aptly named ‘the castle’.
This would be a place to return to, to spend time and link the sub
summits along the grassy ridges. However, I turned and descended and
I was back at the car after a 3½ hour round trip. Stoked! I was loving
this. On our return south we passed Edinburgh and headed into the
borders. Here there are some impressive winding roads and views, a
motorcyclist’s heaven. We headed south towards Tweedsmuir before
taking a narrow road up to Talla Reservoir. It is gentle paddle amongst
soft hills and the summit ascent to Talla Cleuch head takes only 45
minutes. A nice simple finish. It had been a hectic week but we had
travelled to places, hiked mountains and traversed lochs that we would
not normally have gone to and ultimately that’s what adventures are all
about. The Foxy’s, an excuse for an adventure.

Alan Fox

Alan Fox photoraphs

Running Loch Loyal.

Bridget Morrison on Loch Loyal.

Access and passage are not necessarily permitted and safe under all conditions.

Storm road on the approach to Loch Loyal.

But others, lingering, spoke apart,–
‘The Maid has given her maiden heart
To Ronald of the Isles.
And, fearful lest her brother’s word
Bestow her on that English Lord,
She seeks Iona’s piles,
And wisely deems it best to dwell
A votaress in the holy cell,
Until these feuds so fierce and fell
The Abbot reconciles.’
Sir Walter Scott

A

t 6km long and 2km wide, covering 7.7km2,
the windswept Iona is mostly owned by
the National Trust for Scotland. It exists on
farming, crofting and tourism, particularly Christians
making pilgrimages to this holy island. The ferry from
Fionnphort on Mull carries 250,000 passengers a year
but no vehicles except those of the 180 residents.
The 1.4km wide Sound of Iona flows to 5km/h,
southwards from Dover HW -0535 and northwards
from Dover HW -0005. A sandbank in the centre
creates a sea, especially with wind against tide. A report
like a distant cannon can be the noise of a wave in
Fingal’s Cave in Staffa.
Launching is convenient from the beach at
Fionnphort or from the dilapidated jetty next to the
ferry slipway. A free longstay carpark is available next
to the Columba Centre, where a shed offers a wide
selection of secondhand reading matter for sale in
support of the RNLI.
Iona consists of low Tor r idonian sandstone,
geologically unrelated to Mull and much older. While
Mull has pink rock, Iona has unique grey green
serpentine pebbles, the solidified tears of a mermaid
told by the saint she loved that she must give up the
sea to obtain the soul she wanted. Carrying one in a
pocket is supposed to prevent drowning. These pebbles
were often taken to other Christian cells and Frank
Fraser Darling, in his Island Years, described digging
one up from the foot of a chapel altar on North Rona.
When the second great flood comes, Iona will be the
only place to rise above the waves, perhaps something
to do with the geology.
A memorial and the Martyrs Bay Bar & Restaurant
stand by Martyrs Bay where the Vikings massacred 68
monks in 806. Traigh Ban nam Monach, the white
beach of the monks, is where the abbot and 15 monks
were killed by Vikings in 986. The white of Iona’s
beaches, such as that at Tràigh Mhòr, results from shell
sand, backed by heather.

Iona
Scotland’s

holy island

The abbey and Dùn I seen from Fionnphort.
Iona has cormorants, gannets, guillemots, eider ducks
and oystercatchers, corncrakes in summer and barnacle
and whitefronted geese in winter although there have
been no choughs since the 19th century. Sheep are the
only animals of any size. Peploe and Cadell were two
of the Scottish Colourists who painted here.
There is a cave at Druim Dhughaill. Rubha na
Carraig-gèire has the remains of a gas engine and stone
saw which produced marble with veins of serpentine
until 1915, such as is used in the abbey altar. Ruined
shelters are those of the stone workers.
To the southwest lie the Eilean na h-Aon Chaorach
and Soa Island. Three inlets come in quick succession,
Port Goirtean Iar, Port na Curaich and Port an Fhirbrèige. The second of these, port of the coracle or St
Columba’s Bay, is the steep sided storm beach where
the saint landed in 563 with a dozen companions.
Stones show the size of his curragh, which is supposed
to be buried under a mound at the head of the inlet
although 19th century excavations failed to find it.
The stones were said to be the evidence of penance by
monks for their sins.
Off Druim an Aoineidh are Eilean Musimul
and Stac an Aoineidh where the coast turns north.
Flows northwards are from Dover HW +0040 and
southwards from Dover HW -0535 to 3km/h. Views
include Tiree and Coll across a submarine exercise area.
Caves include a spouting cave. Cnoc Druidean refers
to earlier religious activity. The largest inlet is Camas
Cùil an t-Saimh, bay at the back of the ocean, used by
waders and fulmars. There is a golf course, begun in
1895, at the back of the bay and Culbuirg had a marble
quarry. From here to the north end of the island there
is machair, a carpet of grass and small flowers in the
spring. Stac Liath, Eilean nan Slat, Eilean Didil and
other islets and reefs break up the north end of the
bay and would have provided some protection
to the fort behind Port an Duine Mhairbh.
Stac Mhic Mhurchaidh, with its basalt

Stac an Aoineidh at the southwest corner of Iona.
Talla Reservoir. So you take your kayak and climb a mountain...
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The spouting cave at the southern end of Camas Cuil an t-Saimh.

Looking from the northern end of Iona towards Ben More on Mull.
columns, and Rèidh Eilean stand off the coast as it
turns in a northeasterly direction, opening up views of
the northern end of Mull. After Port Chlacha Dubha
there are more reefs and Eilean Chalbha protecting
dunes. With the sun shining, the sea is dark blue, green
and even straw coloured where it lies across the white
sand.
Caolas Annraidh cuts inside Eilean Annraidh,
watched by blackbacked gulls, as the coast meets the

Stac Mhic Mhurchaidh and Rèidh Eilean with machar in May in the foreground.
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Sound of Iona again and turns south towards 100m
Dùn I, the highest point on Iona with a cairn to St
Columba on the summit.
A boat shed, a cross and the remains of Cladh an
Diseart precede Baile Mòr, the island’s settlement
around its religious buildings, the first and most
prominent of which is the abbey orcathedral with its
square 21m tower.
The island may takes its name from I-thona, isle of

The abbey with its distinctive pink stonework.
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Reviews of new books and publications
Dark Side of the Wave

St Martin’s cross stands in front of the abbey with the Sound of Iona behind.

FACT FILE
Distance
Iona is 6km long and lies 1km off Mull.
Transport
There is no public transport.
Campsite
There is a campsite 3km away at Fidden.
Youth Hostel
There is a youth hostel 36km away at
Tobermory.
OS 1:50,000 Sheet
48 Iona and West Mull
Admiralty Charts
2169 Approaches to the Firth of Lorn
(1:75,000)
2171 Sound of Mull Approaches (1:75,000)
2617 Sound of Iona (1:25,000)
2771 Loch Scridain (1:25,000)
Tidal Constants
Iona: HW Dover -0530, LW Dover -0540
Sea Area
Malin
Submarine Area
Staffa
Lifeboat
All weather lifeboat: Tobermory
Connection
Island of Mull - See Coastal Scotland p76
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waves, or I-shonna, holy island. The
Gaelic name is Ì Chaluim Chille after
Colum Cille, St Columba, of whose
curragh there is a replica in Derry
Harbour Museum. The location was
chosen because it was the first place
from which he could not see Ireland.
In fact, if he had climbed to the top
of Dùn I he could have done so. This
became one of Scotland’s most sacred
sites and a Christian centre for Europe.
It was to become a place of pilgrimage
with blessed earth which expunges
all sin. It suited the requirement to
be buried as far west as possible, the
Rèilig Odhrain graveyard having the
mortal remains of 48 Scottish kings
including Macbeth, four Manx, four
Irish, eight Norwegian and a French
king, Scottish chieftains and Labour
Party leader John Smith. Eventually
it was superseded by Dunfermline
Abbey as the royal graveyard. The
first monastery or abbey was built
of wattle and daub and possession
of this sanctuary in the 7th century
was important for the survival of the
Irish in Scotland, when one of their
products was St Aidan of Lindisfarne.
Columba is the Latin for dove while
the Hebrew is Iona.
The abbey buildings were sacked
five times by the Vikings between
795 and 986. They were rebuilt
by St Margaret in 1074 for the
Augustinians, again in 1203 by
Reginald MacDonald of Islay, King
of the Isles and son of Somerled, for
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the Benedictines. St Mary’s cathedral from 1500, it
was restored in 1938 and is now run by the Iona
Community. During the restoration there was no
timber available for the roof but a ship inbound from
Canada lost some of its deck cargo in a storm off the
Clyde, timber floating 130km to wash up adjacent
to the cathedral, where it was found to be cut to the
required length. A former Druid temple was rebuilt
by St Margaret in 1080 as the chapel of St Odhrán,
the uncle of St Columba, and restored in 1957, the
oldest building on the island and maybe the mortuary
chapel of Somerled, who revived Gaeldom. The 13th
century Augustinian pink granite nunnery remains,
the best medieval nunnery remains in Scotland, are
by Reginald. The island was captured by Maclean of
Duart in 1574 and retaken by Argyll in 1688.
The abbey church has cloisters and St Columba’s
shrine and cell. There are 180 medieval carved stones
and crosses, the high crosses being the best of their
kind. The 5.2m high 10th century St Martin’s cross is
especially fine. Maclean’s cross is said to be the oldest
Christian relic in Britain. St John’s cross dates from
the 8th century. Most of the other 350 crosses were
destroyed in the Reformation but the 8th century Book
of Kells, begun here, was smuggled out and survived
this destruction. T h e 5 0 0 ye a r o l d C e l t i c c ro s s
i n Inveraray’s M ai n St reet m ay be fro m h ere.
Highland chiefs swore their oaths on the Black Stones
and the Druid Stone helped fishermen navigate the
waters.
In Scott’s The Fair Maid of Perth Eachin MacIan
swore he would marry Catherine Gower before the
Black Stones of Iona.
A church is by Telford. Visitors have included
Johnson and Boswell, who spent a night in a barn.
Facilities on the island include the Argyll Hotel
behind St Ronan’s Bay but hotels on Iona are
unlicensed.

Paul Caffyn
Kayak Dundee Press
978 0 9583584 6 0
1988. 2nd edition 2022
Order via kayakpc@xtra.co.nz
A power of salty water has swirled around
my paddle since August 1979, miles and
kilometres of formidable coastline, but the
paddle around Stewart Island with Max
Reynolds ranks up there as one of the
toughest, even though it was the shortest
expedition of them all.
Dark Side of the Wave – Stewart Island
Kayak Odyssey has been out of print since the 1990s and fetches
quite astounding prices on overseas secondhand book websites when
a copy surfaces. I had not considered publishing a second edition
until July 2021 when I finally got around to transcribing my chicken
scratch handwritten diaries from the 1979 paddle. This led to an
exchange of emails with Lesley Hadley who, for the North Island, Great
Britain, Australia and Japan paddling expeditions, was my girlfriend and
undertook the valued support crew role.
When Lesley emailed to ask if I had heard about the trip by three
young local sea kayak guides, whose story had been published in the
Spring 2021 edition of the Forest & Bird magazine, I sought more details
for I had not heard of the trip. Whilst editing and laying out the NZ
Sea Kayaker magazine for nigh on 28 years, my finger had been on
the pulse of sea kayaking in New Zealand. However, since gracefully
retiring in late 2019, that pulse had fluttered to barely a trickle of news
and, of course, Lesley had to rub in the fact that she now knew more
about New Zealand sea kayaking than I did but she did provide an
email contact for Gabe, one of the young sea kayak guides. He provided
me not only with a diary style account of the paddle around Rakiura,
written by the three young fellas, but also attached four photos, one of
which, when viewed on the 27” screen of my big Mac computer left
me gobsmacked and to a comment of ‘Fire truck’ or something that
sounds very similar to that.
The landscape format photo shows the tail end of a monster breaking
swell off the southeast coast of Stewart Island. With no objects to show
the size of that swell, it would be just a pic of a choppy sea with a bit
of ground swell; however, with two tiny paddlers who have just gone
over the crest for scale, it certainly raised my pulse no end so I started
to think about a second edition that not only contained the original
text but I would lean on those paddlers who have paddled around the
island since 1979 or have been stymied in their attempt for their high/
lowlights.
For a sea kayaker, the island offers so much by way of paddling
opportunities, muchly dependent of levels of skill and experience.
Paterson Inlet and Port Pegasus offer glorious historical tiki touring
with no worries about a prevailing ground swell while side trips
onshore allow ascents to the granite tops for stunning panoramic views.
Boat charters out of Halfmoon Bay transport kayaks and paddlers to
Port Pegasus.
Ramping up to a bit more of a serious challenge, venturing out from
Oban along the island’s north coast, which is sheltered from the westerly
groundswell, along the granite shoreline to Port William or further
afield, allows access to several coastal overnighting huts.
For the expedition paddler, a full circumnavigation is a wonderful
challenge. In terms of commitment and difficulty it is up there with
a paddle around Fiordland, albeit much shorter timewise. Those big
deep fjords offer shelter from the westerly groundswell after 2 - 3 hours
offshore and from the fine days with a 25 knot southwesterly sea breeze.
However, apart from the clouds of vicious bloodsucking sandflies, the

Fiordland tide races off West Cape and Puysegur Point are puny in
comparison to their counterparts off the south coast of Stewart Island.
My experiences of tide races off the coasts of Great Britain, Japan,
Greenland and northern Australia have left me in awe of those nasty,
nasty overfalls off South West and South capes of Stewart Island.
This modern era of cyber communication gadgets is most beneficial
in terms of previewing Google images of the committing bits of the
coastline, with both oblique and vertical views. Swell, wind and sea
forecasts can be sourced by satphones with updates on an hourly basis,
so different from the good old days of a nightly Mountain Radio sched
for a marine forecast or upzipping the tent door in the morning and
seeing if the finger poked out is
- wet (raining)
- goes white on both sides (a frost)
- or cold on only one side (windy).
Planning, preparation, research and a solid stint of training are the
key to a successful island circuit. A measure of patience is beneficial
especially when nailed by days of ‘tickle your arse with a feather
weather’ (particularly nasty weather).
Stewart Island is a corker place to paddle and to be able to start a
paddle and finish it in front of a pub is a corker incentive to finish either
a tiki tour of Paterson Inlet or a paddle around Stewart Island.
As well as the original text, this new edition includes an additional 30
pages with the sidebar stories and new colour photos. Nelson paddler
Peter Syms has drafted 10 superb maps showing the paddling route and
overnight camps. A second edition preface introduces the side bar story
authors and includes ‘pick of the litter’ informative books about Stewart
Island.

Paul Caffyn

Walking on the Greek Islands - the Cyclades
Gilly Cameron-Cooper
Cicerone, Juniper House, Murley Moss,
Oxenholme Rd, Kendal, Cumbria LA9 7RL
978 1 78631 009 5
2020
170 x 120mm
250 pages, paperback
£14.95
Four Greek islands are featured in this guide,
Paros, Naxos, Amorgas and Santorini, with rather
more variety than you might expect. Although for
walkers, the routes are never far from the coast, including, on Santorini,
‘white stacks stark against the dark sea above White Beach (Aspri
Beach), which is accessible only by sea.’
For those on the sea there is useful advice on winds and weather,
practical general information on logistics on the islands and an
indicative feel for the nature of the coast. Where names are included as
waymarkers, such as on shops, they are given helpfully in Greek as they
appear to the viewer.
Naxos is the largest of the islands with a new long distance walk from
coast to coast, the Naxos Strada, this being the first book to describe it.
Amorgas is long and thin with a ridge along its spine.
Santorini has most of interest, despite being overcrowded and
overpriced, this guide suggesting how to avoid the worst of the tourists.
The island is the world’s largest sea filled caldera after the biggest
volcanic explosion in human history 3,600 years ago. Geology is
included throughout the book, especially here, and reference is made
to the bright colours, the book generally having pictures with intense
colours.
If you are tempted to paddle the Cyclades, you will not be the first.
‘Island-hopping has been going on since prehistory, when early humans
in primitive dug-out canoes or coracles needed to keep in sight of land.’
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Mike Wells
Cicerone
978 1 78631 055 2
2022
170 x 120mm
270 pages, paperback
£17.95
Mike Wells has written a number of river guides
for cyclists, including the Rhine (Nov 2019, p39),
Moselle (Nov 2014, p36), Rhône (Nov 2016, p37)
and Loire (May 2017, p52). His latest river is the
Elbe or Labe, the third longest river in western Europe. Its 1,094km is
astonishingly flat after the first couple of dozen kilometres in Czechia as
it flows northwest across Germany to the North Sea at Cuxhaven.
This is a journey that could not have been made before the fall of
Communism and Mike repeatedly draws attention to the improvements
since then across Czechia and the former East Germany. The
introductory section includes a longer historical part than is often the
case. It was written before Putin’s invasion of Ukraine but includes
Hitler’s annexation of the Sudetenland in northern Czechoslovakia,
which began the Second Word War. ‘Hitler... pursued a strategy of
‘reuniting’ German-speaking lands... Though never before seen as a
problem, the Nazis invaded Czechoslovakia (1938) to ‘protect’ their
rights.’
The Iron Curtain ‘was erected... allegedly to defend against western
aggression but more accurately to prevent the population from leaving.’
Some of this has a recent echo.
Extensive levées give cyclists the problem of being on top, exposed to
the headwinds, or at the bottom, from where the river is not visible, less
of an issue for paddlers.
Most of the river is used by commercial traffic but there are some
important canoeing venues at the Czech end. The start is at Špindlerův
Mlýn, which was the Czech national venue for slalom and wild water
racing.
A diversion is made to take in Prague on the Vltava or Moldau, which
is actually longer than the Elbe above Melník, the current international
artificial slalom course at Troja being marked on the map.
Back on the Elbe, the Racice international regatta course is shown.
As ever, the book brings out the buildings and other features of
interest, many of them restored since the fall of Communism, and lists
the facilities available along the river, accompanied by 1:150,000 maps,
larger scale in towns.
While this major European river is less well known than it should be,
we also need to be reminded of the history of this part of Europe since
the start of the Second World War.
Joss Naylor’s Lakes, Meres & Waters of the Lake District
Vivienne Crow
Cicerone
978 1 78631 087 3
2021
240 x 220mm
151 pages, paperback
£19.95
Many of us have spent long
hours studying intently every
detail of the Lake District map
as we struggled to put together
Rivers Publishing’s Topo Jigsaw &
Map of the Lake District Wainwright
Fells (Nov, p40). The map near the
start of this book does not look
a lot different except for a red line circling from Lowswater to Over
Water. That line is 169km long, showing the route that was run by Joss
Naylor in 19 hrs 14 mins in 1983, when he was 47.
A Wasdale sheep farmer now, he was a Sellafield storeman at the time
and was able to call on other BNFL staff to act as support team and
timekeepers for the record attempt, which involved touching the water
of all 27 relevant lakes.
Author Vivienne Crow is no stranger to us, her Lake District Low
Level & Lake Walks (Dec 2015, p42) and Walking in Cumbria’s Eden
Valley (May 2019, p35) being among a number of guidebooks she has
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written for Cicerone although those were pocket books while this has a
much larger format. In 2020 she walked the route with Joss, over a more
sedate 10 days, accompanied by Stephen Wilson, who contributes some
excellent waterscapes to the book, which is a mixture of guidebook
with large maps, reminiscences of that astonishing day and thoughts of
the Lake District now. Joss set many outstanding fell running records in
his day, some of which still stand, and even this revisit was not hanging
about for a man in his 80s. Larger scale maps and route directions will
help those who wish to follow or even attempt the record themselves.
The title is reduced to LMW in fell running circles, perhaps
comparable with DW among canoeists. Indeed, there are similarities.
The LMW is 16% shorter and the record time 27% longer but it is on
foot with over 6km of vertical height gain over rough country over
which he had to find his own route, not in a racing craft on the flat
where the direction is usually obvious. His finish time was 6 minutes
faster than scheduled although he had been over an hour ahead at one
stage, missing his support crew in the days before mobile phones. The
DW record has stood for 43 years, just four years longer than the LMW.
The route inevitably encounters some of the rivers, including the
Liza, Irt, Duddon, Kent, Derwent and Glenridding Beck, with their
characters described.
A further attempt was made in 1989 as a charity fundraising event
with a slightly different format. The book’s final sentence reads ‘While
they did that, members of the West Cumbria Canoe Club did their bit
by paddling the length of each of the lakes, meres and waters.’ It would
be interesting to know about the logistics of this as some of the lakes are
a considerable distance from any roads.
One of the other fell runners from those days was Peter Schofield.
However, our former WWR chairman of that name, just back from
snowshoeing in the Carpathians, says it was not him although he keeps a
Drascombe Lugger on Windermere and does admit to fell walking.
Joss has chosen to donate his royalties to the Brathay Trust, his
favourite charity for the disadvantaged, and Cicerone have agreed
to match that funding. That just puts the cherry on the cake for
this inspirational book. It is very much in the mood of that other
outstanding Lake District book from Cicerone, contemporary with Joss’
run, Colin Mortlock’s The Adventure Alternative (May 1984, p18).
River, Coast & Creek
Judith Ellis
Red Herring
978 1 9997839 5 2
2022
A5
123 pages, hardback
£16.50
The third and final part of Judith Ellis’
trilogy on the East Anglian coastline covers
Essex, the previous two featuring Norfolk
and Suffolk (Two Points East and Curlew
Coast, May 2020, p42). As such, the Stour,
Colne, Blackwater, Crouch and Roach estuaries are responsible for most
of the coastline, not least as they are relatively easy to define, compared
with the open coast which faces the North Sea and Thames estuary,
where the land dissolves into saltings, channels and sandbanks which are
neither definite land nor definite water. We are told that Essex has the
longest coastline of any county, as a result.
Judith lives in Norfolk and has a background in sailing, Thames
barges appearing to be her favourite craft. Her easy reading style is not
so much a gazetteer as a wonderful medley of all things nautical as she
goes off at a tangent time after time to fill in colour on what makes the
Essex coast what it is, accompanied by her sketches and sketch maps.
Here are geology with the inundation of what has become the North
Sea, human evolution, the Cinque Ports, the Hudson Bay Company,
pocket submarines, sailing boat types, salt production, smuggling, Samuel
Pepys, the Battle of Maldon, Anglo Saxons, oysters and other sea food,
classic yacht racing, the Beagle, monsters, mermaids and much more. You
can almost smell tar and seaweed. Here are the importance of a canoe
journey through the Great Lakes and two canoe sledges for use on the
water and on ice for Arctic exploration.
Then there are her red herrings, snippets of information tucked in
where there is nowhere else obvious to put them.
This is an understated coast, nowhere better described than in this
wonderful set of three books.
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Alex Moulton & the Rob Roy Canoe
Stan Smith
2018
A5
58 pages, paperback
Alex Moulton is best known for his bicycle
with small wheels, less so that he was a
member of the family that founded the Avon
Rubber company or that his other interests
included aero engines, car suspension, steam
power and kayaks.
He was to become president of Bradfordon-Avon Canoe Club, of which his father
and grandfather had also been members.
Indeed, his grandfather, John, was the 35th member of the Royal Canoe
Club. A particular interest of Alex was in developing the Rob Roy as
a light and affordable kayak for recreation and also for racing, being
involved in the early Bradford races. He communicated extensively with
Jörgen Samson, whose veneer racing kayaks were being built by Struer,
and ordered several from him, in the process drawing attention to the
Espada one design kayak used for sprint in Britain.

Alex developed the concept of the sectional canoe, cutting a Rob
Roy into three pieces for ease of transport, providing rubber gaskets for
reassembly.
It is a shame that the history of our sport is so little known, including
within canoeing. Even David Green’s article on Jörgen (Jul 83, p10)
failed to mention Alex.

Expedition expert and author Peter Knowles of Rivers Publishing
has long been nicknamed Green Slime, Slime for short. His immense
influence seems to have spawned increasing numbers of books of late.

Strange trips

Some of the strangest surreal aspects of canoeing events have come
not through paddling but driving in support, such as in 1978. The venue
for slalom and WWR was Spindlerov Mlyn in northern Czechoslovakia,
right on the Polish border.
For the WWR team we had two large minibuses, each with a trailer
and two drivers. All went well until Frankfurt, when I heard a scraping
noise. Looking in the mirror, I saw the kayaks pointing up in the air.
The trailer chassis had broken and the noise was the stern of Jerry
Hibble’s kayak dragging along the autobahn and rapidly wearing away.
We stopped alongside some roadworks, reducing this busy section of
E5 past the airport to a single lane, the four of us hastily unloading the
trailer and pushing boats inside the minibuses and onto the other trailer.
The normal German police procedure would be to drag the offending
problem clear of the road but they decided it would be quicker to let us
get on with it as we were working hard and even had our red triangle
out until it was run over.
We found a local blacksmith who quickly repaired the trailer to an
improved design.
We were a mixed bunch. My co-driver, Dickie, was a war comic
enthusiast and his machine gun sound effects as we travelled across
Germany quickly became trying. In the other bus were John and Steve,
a British Airways pilot on leave, whose main gripe was the obstruction
caused near his house by the pink Rolls Royce of Jimmy Savile, visiting
local girls, one of the easier pieces of the constant banter to dismiss.
We joined the queue at the Iron Curtain where the border officials
asked for stickers. Stickers? One took off his cap and showed a sticker
on the inside. Somebody had some of Mike Clark’s ‘Only screwing
beats canoeing’ stickers, samples of which were handed over and we
were on our way while they were left to translate them.
At the first opportunity we stopped at a café for a late lunch. They
did not have any food, not at all. We settled for a couple of beers each.
We had not driven far when the other bus was pulled over off the
road by the Czech police. We stopped a little back from them, undid our
seat belts and relaxed while we waited to see what would happen. They
were breathalyzed but found to be OK, surprisingly. The police then
came over to us and fined us for not wearing seatbelts, a small enough
fine not to be worth making an incident of it.
This was all in the Communist era. Everything was down at heel.
Even in Prague nothing looked as if it had been painted in the previous
twenty years, probably an underestimate.
The team had flown out. The manager’s day job was as a speech
writer for the Labour party. At Heathrow he was joined by a member of

Moods
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team management whom they had not seen before, neither did they see
him again after arrival in Czechoslovakia.
At the hotel they were the dominant group. However, there were a
couple of young women who sat quietly in the corner each time and
left soon after the team had completed their meal. It was decided to
hold briefings with anything sensitive in the buses while on the move
after that.
A track led in the direction of the Polish border for about 2km so
John and I went for an early morning run up there to see Poland one
day. We found a bristling defence system in the distance like something
out of James Bond, no shortage of paint there, astonishing.
Waiting at the Iron Curtain on the way back, I nodded off in the
passenger seat, to be awoken by a border guard who wanted me out.
He lifted the boarding to reveal it packed with boxes of Czech cycle
inner tubes, apparently the best. Dickie was not forthcoming. Pressed by
the guard to say that they were presents, I reluctantly agreed, unable to
come up with a better suggestion, and this was accepted.
At Dover I intended to declare them but Dickie wanted to smuggle
them through. Eventually I joined the other bus through customs and
Dickie succeeded in getting them through on his own.
I did not see them again except for a few years later when Steve flew
me back from the north of Scotland after a wave ski contest.
Nothing ever matched that trip for strangeness although there
was an odd day a few years later with the slalom team. After a Bourg
St Maurice slalom I dropped the team off at Geneva airport in the
morning and, alone, set off home in a decent VW minibus.
Carrying only a small marquee, I was able to cruise at a steady 90
mph on the autoroute in the days when that was permitted. A warm
day, I had the driver’s window open, which caused the roof to drum a
bit. In the middle of France there was a bang, my sunglasses flew out of
the window and I was covered in little pieces of glass. The windscreen
had failed. There was nothing for it but to brush away the bits of glass as
much as possible from around where I was sitting and carry on.
As dusk was setting in I reached a toll point, manned in those days.
The toll booth was on the left while the bus was righthand drive. It was
simplest to reach it by standing up, stepping across and reaching out of
the front on the far side. The attendant recoiled in horror as the insects I
had collected over the previous three hours suddenly found they could
fly again and left in a great swarm through the front window.
After that it was plain sailing and I got home at 4am after an
interesting day coming back from Bourg, more interesting than flying.
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The kayak as a medium
for teaching
young people
Heading back to north Jura with Scarba in the background and the Corryvreckan to the left around the point of Jura.

A High School of Glasgow group on northeast Jura.
In 1980 a fellow islander, Richard Shuff, started outdoor courses
based on Scarba and the north of Jura, calling the business West Coast
Adventure. Richard had been John Ridgeway’s chief instructor at
Ardmore, NW Scotland, for five years and before that had spent time
in the army special services. Since I had some previous experience
mountaineering and kayaking on expeditions, Richard employed me to
help. From a few courses in the first years, a full programme of summer
courses soon built up including some snow schools in winter. The
clients encompassed a full spectrum from young people on probation
and convicted young offenders through children’s homes to private
and public schools such as Glen Almond and, occasionally, corporate
organizations. As course director, Richard needed to be in a position to
organize in case of any emergency and was therefore land-based while I
took the role of advisor and safety staff on the kayak expeditions.
However, I had had no formal instructor training through sporting
governing bodies and was largely self-taught. In retrospect, this has been
an advantage as it avoided acquiring some established concepts and
attitudes that I now regard as being flawed. Geographically, Scarba and
Jura are a long way from almost all outdoor centres and I had almost no
contact with any staff in similar roles. Consequently, the WCA methods
and practices described below may differ from those normally employed
in the adventure experience industry.
Our aim on West Coast Adventure courses was to impart three main
lessons over a three day expedition at the end of the course.
1) Information is required to solve problems.

2) Group organization needs to be efficient to achieve objectives.
3) Selfishness is detrimental to the group success.
These lessons could be demonstrated during a three day expedition
provided the group size was limited to six or less. When the group
size exceeded the number of essential roles then it was possible for
individuals to take a back seat and not contribute their share. Essential
roles comprise expedition planning, camp setup and organizing, food
organizing, cooking, washing up, navigation and route finding.
Another aim on WCA courses was to improve self confidence and
self reliance. To achieve this required a careful balance of subjective risk.
In other words, the students needed to experience difficult situations
but only those with which they were capable of coping (as judged by
the instructor). Here we need to analyse the subjective risk spectrum.
This has been done before and is eloquently explained by Colin
Mortlock (1). Mortlock divides subjective risk into four levels, play,
adventure, frontier adventure, misadventure (pp22-23).
The most important of these is the frontier adventure level where
students are being stretched physically and emotionally but perceive
their survival to be within their control but only just. At that level the
students learn their own limits and the experience builds self esteem
and self confidence.
A student experiencing frontier adventure can suddenly transit to
the misadventure level either through changing circumstances (eg
bigger waves) or changing emotional state. Remember, this is the
subjective experience of the student as opposed to the outside, objective

A High School of Glasgow group east of north Jura, having just negotiated the flood overfalls near the Reisa an t-Sruith.
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risk, assessed by the instructing staff. The skill in the instructor role is
recognising the student’s perspective and pulling back the situation into
the frontier level or lower, from any drift into the misadventure level. In
the misadventure level, fear enters and learning stops. Pulling back the
level can be achieved by changing the circumstance like rafting up with
an unsteady paddler, moving to a calmer area or by teaching a technique
such as introducing a skill to help the student cope with the situation.
It is my impression that conventional outdoor courses spend most
of their time teaching in the adventure level. This is understandable
because if something were to go wrong in a frontier adventure level
activity the investigating authority view (eg coroner) would be that the
instruction was at too risky a level.
Here we come to the instructor side of the equation. At whatever
level instruction is taking place the instructing staff need to be very
aware of their personal limits and stay within them. The second most
important instructor talent is that of imagination. At every point the
staff should be forward thinking and running mental ‘what if ’ scenarios.
Experience and knowledge obviously help to define self limits and feed
the imagination.
In our WCA kayak activities we were fortunate to have a fleet
of kayaks with exceptional safety performance properties (2). These
properties are not known and not understood by the majority of
conventionally trained BC instructors and pleasure kayakers. This lack of
awareness has been brought about because of past trade (manufacturer)
opposition in the 1990s and in the BCU by organizational intransigence
and reluctance to publish factual reports that persists to this day in 2022.
The exceptional properties of the WCA kayaks conferred a higher level
of objective safety than with conventional kayaks and enabled frontier
level experiences to be achieved in relative objective safety. This was due
to their buoyancy design as explained in detail in four articles written
for Canoeist ezine (3,4,5,6).
Once, when describing one of our trips around offlying islands and
the Corryvreckan, a BCU trained instructor asked why I did not take
our clients around a more benign, safer route around a nearby sheltered
island. Many of our students had a troubled background and had been
involved in petty and sometimes serious crime. They were well able to
distinguish between a tame journey, despite any hype, and a journey of
real adventure.

Typical WCA expedition and how lessons are learnt
First we would select the expedition groups from the course students
in order to carefully balance the abilities and personalities for the
appropriate trip, overland or sea based. Our normal base was the
island of Scarba, north of Jura. Overland expeditions could be on
Scarba or Jura. At the briefing the objectives would be outlined. These
might consist of a simple circumnavigation of nearby islands or to
find and report on particular features of interest on the surrounding
islands. Then the briefing would turn to practical matters of planning
and organizing and here the groups would be given the choice of
organizing themselves into a democracy, a committee or a single leader
by pitching the question ‘How do you want to organize yourselves?’.
Almost always the group would take the democratic choice as the most
attractive. However, because we set challenging objectives that required
efficient organization due to the time limits, the democratic approach
would usually prove ineffective and too slow for the speed of events and
the pace of required decision making.
Also, at a WCA expedition briefing, our roles as WCA instructor
and institution staff participation would be carefully explained as safety
officer/observers though we otherwise shared the food and shelter
arrangements with the group. Some of the young offenders we dealt
with had to be accompanied by Home Office staff at all times as they
sometimes were under a Section 53 Order, meaning they were not to
be away from custodial care. Our other courses, involving children’s
homes and private schools, were mostly without such intensive staffing
requirements. This was all before the introduction of the Jamieson bill
in 1995 requiring more formal oversight of outdoor activity centres
including instructor qualifications or capability.
For the kayak expeditions, the tides usually dictated the departure
time. Once underway, my approach was to allow the pace and direction
to be determined by the group for the first day or day and a half of the,
usually, three day trip. Typically this would result in poor decisions and
inefficient camp organization frequently ending with an evening meal
in the dark at some late hour at the end of the first day. During the
second day I would pick an appropriate occasion to have the group do a
review of the previous 24 or 36 hour period. The best time for that was
after a meal or snack when sugar levels were higher and the group more
attentive. In the review I would lead the group to the understanding

A Glenthorne Youth Treatment Centre group departing Bellnahua for the Corryvreckan, west Scarba in the background.
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him on the kayak expedition and, especially, to focus his attention,
we scheduled the expedition start for midnight in order to catch the
early morning tide through the Scarba-Lunga gap known as the Grey
Dog. The plan was that if he proved too disruptive during the start of
the trip he could be put ashore on the east side of Scarba (without
his kayak) but with instructions how to find his way back to the base
in the SE of the island. That was the kind of latitude we had. On that
occasion the staff decided he should be grounded and not participate in
an expedition. In sailing, with troubled teenagers (usually only one or
two in a ten person crew), the Ocean Youth Club found that the critical
point is once the yacht has sailed out of sight of land. Then, the mutual
dependence aspect of the crewing activity becomes obvious.
The midnight trip described above went off successfully and a day
and a half later we arrived back at the base, having been out to the Isles
of the Sea, and passed through the Corryvreckan. The leader of the four
young people was flushed with the success of the trip, scarcely believing
it. We understood, as a preteen, he had been involved with an adult in
the murder of a young girl some years before and the WCA experience
went some way to showing him he could think and be responsible for
himself. Generally, we did not know and did not wish to know what
trouble some of these young people had been in previously and also we
never had any systematic feedback on the effectiveness of the courses.
However, the staff from that particular young offenders institution did
maintain that ten days on Scarba was worth at least six months back in
Birmingham. There is no doubt in my mind that self development can
be accelerated by a good course. Mortlock explains the approach in
greater detail.
Much is made of towing in conventional kayak training and a variety
of methods are advocated. In WCA activities I soon found that either
nervous or soaked recovered paddlers need a more efficient method
that enables them to keep paddling and get warmed up. The solution
involved shockcord and moveable hooks to link two kayaks together
in a staggered fashion to effectively form a double and is explained
in an article in Sea Kayaker magazine (7). This is an extremely useful
technique of which to be aware as it can be used in a multiple capsize
event where recovered paddlers can be linked up in twos so that they
are stable but can paddle and get warm.
The only serious lengthy tow we required on a WCA trip involved a
pupil from the High School of Glasgow who felt sick and was unable to
paddle after we had gained the west end of the Corryvreckan very early
one morning, by about 06.00. The objective was Eileach a Naoimh at

A lunchtime stop on Guirasdeal, an isle southwest of Lunga. This St Charles Youth Treatment Centre course expedition was joined briefly
by Richard Shuff (the late WCA course director). On the right is staff member Heather, who, later in the day, was having difficulty with
her kayak, so, in mid water, I supervised a swap over where a student moved from his kayak into Heather’s. Apparently this proved to be
a highlight of the expedition because we were in deep water at the time. He kept asking how deep the water was. My standard reply to
this question was ‘It does not matter how deep the water is as long as you’re on top!’
the southern end of the Garvellachs. In that instance I connected the
five other pupils in line astern, ahead of me, while I took position six
with the incapacitated paddler last. He was quite able to keep a blade
in the water to steady himself, as balance was no problem, but had no
energy to paddle actively. I was in the habit of keeping a bag of lines
of various lengths handy in the cockpit so these were used to link the
kayaks using slip knots for easy release. On my kayak I rigged the lines
so that I could release quickly from the line of kayaks. We proceeded in
this fashion with six paddlers towing the seventh and made the seven
kilometres to Eileach a Naoimh in about an hour.
Peter Lamont, Isle of Luing,West Coast Adventure 1980-95.

(1) Mortlock, C. (1984) The Adventure Alternative, Cicerone Press,
Cumbria. ISBN 1 85284 012 9 pp22-23
(2) Padwick, N (1986) Sea Tiger Manual http://www.windslicer.co.uk/
seatiger_manual_c1986.pdf
(3) Lamont, P (2019) Choice: do you have it? If not, why not? in Canoeist
May 2019 pp 42-45, ed Stuart Fisher
(4) Lamont, P (2020) Basic buoyancy in Canoeist May 2020 pp 38-39, ed
Stuart Fisher
(5) Lamont, P (2020) Ease of recovery in Canoeist November 2020 pp
38-41, ed Stuart Fisher
(6) Lamont, P (2021) Directional control in Canoeist May 2021 pp 20-24,
ed Stuart Fisher
(7) Lamont, P (2000) The rafted double in Sea Kayaker December 2000 pp
52-53, ed Christopher Cunningham

Peter Lamont photoraphs

that the first part of their trip was definitely not proceeding smoothly.
With the minimum instructor/staff suggestion, the objective would be
to get the group to realise why this was so and that they could organize
themselves much better if individuals took on specific roles such as
navigating, route finding, shelter building, food organization, cooking,
cleaning and packing kit (washing dishes etc). Sometimes there would
be the suggestion that they lacked a leader. Often someone would take
on the leader role but if that was undecided and the group wanted a
leader, then it was best if the instructor suggested the suitable person
because a group, given the choice, will more often than not pick an
unsuitable person who is usually the most popular person in the group
but not necessarily someone with organizational ability. However, once
the necessary expedition roles had been teased out from the group by
suitable prompting then a formal leader was not necessary provided all
did their bit.
From that mid trip review the expedition would normally proceed
more smoothly for the second half. Once all expedition groups were
back together again at the course base a debrief would take place, at a
suitable point, usually after a good meal. Each group would contribute
an account of their trip with any highlights and low points. A staff
objective on the debrief would be to get the group to think about the
overall expedition and contrast the first half with the second and assess
why things went better in the second half. The lessons to illustrate the
three main principles would usually be clear
1) Information is required to solve problems.
2) Group organization needs to be efficient to achieve objectives.
3) Selfishness is detrimental to the group success.
There is a fundamental difference between kayak trips and mountain
trips. We had young people who were bright enough to realise they
could just sit down and refuse to budge on a mountain trip. Our
latitude, in the region in which we operated (Jura/Scarba), was
considerable and such students could be left in the heather while the
group walked off for some distance. However, at sea in a single kayak,
there was no way reluctant students would sit bobbing about on their
own while the group proceeded to paddle off into the distance or out
of sight around a headland. Also at sea, the subjective risk level is much
easier to manipulate in order to place the students in the level three
frontier adventure experience. For example, we did many night time
trips. Once, we had a particularly difficult character who had been more
than a bit disruptive in the first part of the course. His main problem
was an extremely short attention span (seconds). We decided to place

A typical WCA camp with a High School of Glasgow group on Eileach an Naoimh, isle of the saints, in the Garvellachs.
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East of Garbh Eileach and Dun Chonnuill.
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Madawaska 50
Madawaska Kanu
Centre in Canada is
one of those names that
is known throughout
the canoeing world.
This year is their 50th
anniversary and they
will be running their five
day white water kayak
and canoe courses from
May to September as
usual, during which time
they will be supporting
several charities dear to
them.
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Boot booted

The Boot Düsseldorf exhibition was cancelled because
of Covid. This was for a second successive year.
CANOEIST May 2022

New pontoons at Leigh

Leigh & Lowton Sailing Club, based on a mining
flash lake, have had a new launching pontoon installed
by Inland & Coastal Marinas Systems. Kayak users are
among those who will benefit from the 18 x 2.4m
pontoon which has a GRP mini mesh deck.

Ibiza Foils have Reacha hand and bike trolleys, made in Bavaria, to
carry a range of watersports equipment. It is adjustable in length
and width, able to be dismantled in minutes without needing
tools, light because it’s made of high strength anodized aluminium
and carbon reinforced plastic and modular so that wheels and
draw bars can be changed and accessories added to suit whatever
is being carried.

Howies’ Fagen jackets for men
and Becker jackets for women
are waterproof, breathable, quick
drying and made from 100%
recycled polyester 2.5 layer ripstop.
They have taped seams and YKK
Aquaguard zips. They should
withstand 10k hydrostatic head, are
PFC free and have adjustable hoods,
priced at £125.

ICF

Remote African tour operator

Land & Lake are able to offer you a tour or safari
to suit your timeframe, interest and budget, book your
hotel or lodge anywhere in Malawi or Zambia, hire you
a saloon or 4 X 4 car, transfer you around the country,
organize a kayak excursion, a boat cruise on the Shire
River or a scenic flight over Victoria Falls. They have an
exclusive contract with the main city hotels to provide
excursions.
They have expanded their scope to include Remote
African Travel across Malawi, Zambia, southern Tanzania
and northern Mozambique which include but are not
limited to scheduled tours, self driving itineraries, tailor
made and remote backup support where self driving
camping expedition is led by a guide, a chef and a
separate vehicle with all the bells and whistles leading
your own private mobile camping expedition.
They claim to be Malawi and Zambia’s specialist tour
operator and only need two people to guarantee any
departure across the region with a fleet of city vehicles,
fully kitted camping vehicles, modified safari vehicles
and buses all catering for a range of road conditions and
requirements. They also operate guest houses and lodges
to following walking trails and watch wildlife.
A good picnic is something they like so they
have developed a series of safe, clean and eco sites in
marginalized communities across Malawi which are able
to benefit from a small charge to passing tourism traffic.
This feeds directly back to the communities for projects
such as growing extra food or buying a mobile phone for
emergency use.

The Heart of Greece region are promoting Lake Kremaston, the
largest artificial lake in Greece, formed by damming several rivers.
As well as being an area of outstanding natural beauty there are
river runs up to grade 2 on braided channels between banks of
stones.

Susannah Hart

Team sponsorship
concerns
The canoe trade have
long sponsored BC with
free or discounted kit for
British teams. A couple
of years ago BC went
to another company to
try to get a deal which
involved payment as
well. Other companies
withdrew their
sponsorship support
as a result. The trade
objected on the grounds
of kit not being of the
same standard so BC
went to Gill. Some Gill
kit has been suitable for
canoeists (eg May 2020,
p32) but has been made
for the sailing market.
BC have circulated
their members with a
questionnaire about
what products they
would like made under
the new arrangement
with illustrations
that appear to be
from manufacturers’
catalogues, including
that of Peak, with the
names airbrushed out.
Needless to say, Peak,
who began to sponsor
the BCU over a decade
ago, are not happy with
this and have also pulled
out although they may
sponsor team paddlers
on an individual basis in
future.

Dad’s Boats (Nov 2019, p24) have closed. The pedal
powered craft appeared to have some open canoe parentage, if
not the price tag of £8,500-£12,500.

KayakPro, owned by former British Olympic sprint racer Grayson
Bourne, has signed a deal with the ICF to supply ergometers to
developing countries. The intention is to enable the setting up of
internet connected competitions using ergometers around the
world without competitors having to meet in person.

Anna Fu

Coastguard fibre
Lee-on-the-Solent
has become the first
Coastguard station to go
over to fibre technology
to give improved
security and bandwidth.
Telent Technology
Services plan to follow
up with Crystal Palace,
Bridlington and Brighton
and have all 165
switched over during the
next two years.

Online canoe insurance

Visicover have launched a new service for UK
boat owners, catering for a wide range of vessel types
including canoes and kayaks. The service is claimed to
be unique as it not only enables owners to get a quote
for and buy their cover online but also lets them update
their policy via the website at any time that suits them.
Owners can select the precise cover they want, from
who can use the boat, what they can use it for and
where they can use it, to what type of cover they require
and to what value. Discounts are available for more
experienced users, how securely the boat is stored, clean
claims history etc. The combination of online selfservice
and selecting just the cover required means owners can
make substantial savings in the cost of insuring their
boats. Insurance by Visicover is underwritten by the
Allianz Group, one of the largest insurance and financial
services groups in the world.

Huangshan Lanjing Inflatables offer a range of
inflatable kayaks and can also do large inflatable
pools if you have nowhere to paddle.

Time outside lowers blood pressure and reduces cortisol and other
stress related chemicals in the body. Water by Nature have outdoor
trips forthcoming to New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Greece,
Croatia and elsewhere for kayak paddlers and other watersports
enthusiasts.
CANOEIST May 2022
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On show

Conventional exhibitions have been impossible over recent months but
that has not stopped an innovative approach to online exhibitions. The
Worldwide Classic Boat Show has been one of the best. Based in Maine,
it had a North American emphasis but with exhibitors from around the
world. Canoeist subscribers were offered free tickets.

Museums

Clubs

The Arbeitskreis für Historischen Schiffbau
in Ostfriesland was established to restore a
tjalk but now primarily assists unemployed
youth in Emden.

The Irish Currach Club of Milwaukee
promotes the heritage of Ireland’s canoes,
including racing.

The Downeast Chapter of the Traditional
Small Craft Association have sailors,
canoeists, kayak paddlers and boatbuilders
from along the Maine coast.

The Canadian Canoe Museum in Peterborough, Ontario, has the
world’s largest collection of canoes and kayaks.

The Windermere Jetty Museum in Bowness includes sprint kayaks.

The Center for Wooden Boats in Seattle
and on Camano Island offers hands on
experience of over 100 wooden boats plus
boatbuilding classes.

The Canoe Cruisers Association of Greater
Washington are particularly interested in
the Potomac river basin.

Mystic Seaport Museum in Connecticut has
550 craft from an 1824 dugout onwards
and allows visitors to get out on the water.
The Foss Waterway Seaport in Tacoma,
Washington, features maritime history.

The Classic Boat Club promote the use of
traditional boats for rowing in Mülheim,
where it is assumed that those who do so
cannot afford anything more modern.

Lewes Rowing Club offers facilities for boating, canoeing, rowing and sailing.

The Museum at Campbell River, British
Columbia, also offers historic boat tours in
the summer.

Northwest Maritime Center in Port
Townsend, Washington, offer formal and
informal education in all things maritime,
races, boat tours, summer camps and
courses of all sorts.

Cleveland Amateur Boat Building & Boating
Society of Ohio have been bringing people
together to build, sail, paddle and motor in
boats, offering courses, workspace, tools,
meetings, mentors, a library and monthly
messabouts,
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The Panama Canal Museum is not just
about the biggest boats.

Door County Maritime Museum &
Lighthouse Preservation Society preserves
Great Lakes maritime history with three
sites including Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin.

The Raft Men of Brazil are based in New
York and seek to empower small artisan
fishing communities in Brazil.
CANOEIST May 2022

Oregon Coots are boatings nuts in the
upper Willamette valley, keen on sail,
human, electric and low powered small
boats.

Sebago Canoe Club build and maintain
traditional boats powered by humans or
the wind.

The Port Colborne Historical & Marine
Museum covers a range of interests in this
part of Ontario, including the Welland
Canal, and has frequent events.

Finger Lakes Boating Museum in
Hammondsport, New York, is dedicated
to the preservation of boats built across
western New York.

The Hawaiian Museum is in Honolulu.

The Museum of the World Ocean in
Kaliningrad has ships from an icebreaker
to a submarine but also North American
canoes and kayaks, an Irish curragh, a
Chukchi baidarka and Moscow dugouts.
An annual festival sees much happening on
the water.
CANOEIST May 2022

The River & Rowing Museum includes
wider aspects of use of the Thames around
Henley including The Wind in the Willows.
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Festivals and events

Bali Badung International Dragon Boat
Festival.

Concord Pacific Dragon Boat Festival
has racing, music shows, cultural events,
interactive performances, local artisans,
shopping, food and family activities.

The Hudson River Maritime Festival features
the National Boat Building Challenge and
the Antique & Classic Boat Society.

Baltimore Wooden Boat Festival, especially
Irish curraghs.
Paddle Oregon, specifically 137km of the Williamette valley from Junction City.

Door County Classic & Wooden Boat
Festival, Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin, family
fun from beautiful boats to competition
boats that may or may not float.
The Barefoot Raid is sail or human powered
along British Columbia’s coastline.

The Eastern Messabout is a gathering of
builders of small boats.
Bayles Boat Shop organize the annual
Sikaflex Quick & Dirty Boat Building
Competition.

The James River Batteau Festival in Virginia
is an eight day float in replica 18/19th
century cargo boats with increasing
numbers of canoes and kayaks joining in
the event and paddling with them.

Lake Union Wooden Boat Festival is an
annual celebration of wooden boats
in Seattle, where much is going on,
everything is fun and most of it is free.

The Mid-Atlantic Small Craft Festival draws
hundreds of amateur and professional
boatbuilders and their craft.

Seattle Dragon Boat Festival.

The Victoria Classic Boat Show, intended to
be one off, has been running since 1977,
showing up to 130 historical boats.

The WA360 takes about a fortnight to
circumnavigate Pugit Sound unsupported
with a choice of routes, tidal currents and
large seas but not politics, rules, gala balls
or bespoke clothing.

Seventy48 is a 48 hour race in anything
human powered, Puget Sound with a
difference.
The Port Aransas Wooden Boat Festival is
a three day family event for handcrafted
kayaks and other boats

America’s most dynamic Wooden Boat
Show with Mystic Seaport.
The South Australian Wooden Boat Festival
takes place at the River Port of Goolwa.

Fern Ridge Coot event and messabout for
low powered boats, Eugene, Oregon.

The Regatta Storica has been taking place
in Venice for thousands of years and is an
event the great and the good attend.

Burano’s Regatta takes place in Venice.

Gig Harbor Paddlers Cup, Washington, for
dragon boats and anything smaller, racing
for all ages and ability levels.

Cedar Key Small Boat Meet, Florida,
informal with no planned events but all
kinds of craft at the Cedar Keys & the
Lower Suwannee National Wildlife Refuge.
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Stari Grad International maritime festival
Days in the Bay wll involve four days of
sailing, introduction of many unusual kinds
of Mediterranean craft amd discussion of
the future of Croatian nautical tourism.

Maine Canoe Symposium is a non profit
event to appreciate North American
canoeing heritage and develop skills.

Essex River Race, Maryland, open water around Cross Island and back.

Wye Island Challenge Electric Boat
Marathon, a 39km circuit including a Picnic
Class for those who do not want to race.

The Salish 100 has over 130 boats cruising
the full length of Puget Sound.

Steveston Dragon Boat Festival, British
Columbia.
CANOEIST May 2022

Zanzibar Beach & Watersports Festival has
every sport from kayak and dhow racing to
goat racing and much more with plenty of
music over three days.
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Kayaks and canoes

Willow is another Bill Thomas stitch and
glue kayak, like the Fox.
Wayne Timmo’s Haereere is a Bob’s Special built in 2018 in cedar
strip but incorporating decoration using North American cedar
and such New Zealand timbers as miro, rimu and rewarewa which
were harvested over a century ago.

A 3.7m skin on frame ultra lightweight
Hawaiian outrigger concept.

Bill Thomas’ Fox stitch and glue kayak, long
waterline, fine entry and high coamings for
a dry ride. The bulkhead hatches enclose
positive flotation chambers.

A 6.1m Mekong long tail canoe driven by a
small petrol engine.

This AA grade canoe was purchased in
1912 by 1st Viscount Runciman of Doxford,
Northumberland, whose 1938 diplomatic
mission to Czechoslovakia on behalf of
Neville Chamberlain’s government was
key to the enactment of the British policy
of appeasement of Hitler preceding the
Second World War. The canoe is a model
MC of which only a handful were made. It
is very probably the sole remaining MC.

This 1900 Kingsbury canoe, Ahti, has a
lateen sailing rig.

Chuck Tucker’s 5.6m expedition touring
kayak has redwood deck and continuous
strips of western red cedar elsewhere, a
carbon fibre cockpit and hatch covers cut
into the deck to disappear when attached.
The bow is deep V with Greenland hard
chines from the footpegs back.

An Otca model like the Doxford, this one
built by Old Town in 1930, with lateen rig,
unusual in having a longer forward deck
than usual.

Maynard Bray built his Hummingbird in
1974 with a batten seam deck, heavy but
stable once on the water.

Based on a late 19th century design, Fry, a
5.2m Waterlust canoe, has a lug yawl rig,
Hobie Mirage pedal drive and space under
the aft deck to allow room for sleeping.

Bean wood and canvas canoe, first home
build by Chip Asbury and son, in Seattle
during lockdown, powered by Zeeks pizza
and Fremont Sky Kraken hazy pale ale.

Gator is a cedar strip 5.5m freighter with a
powerful Mercury outboard.

Leif Knutsen’s Min Pike is a Pacific North
West First Nation Native motif canoe but
CAD cut from 6 and 9mm plywood.

Joy is a 4.3m Arrow 14, a first build, the clear skin drawing plenty
of puzzled attention.

Patrick McCorkle built his Murrelet from a Pygmy Kayaks kit.

Rob Macks of Laughing Loon’s Ootek
is wood strip based on West Greenland
hunting kayaks with a narrow waterline
for speed but flare for secondary stability,
helped by a retractable skeg and a 16kg
weight to fight increasing gravity for older
users. Hatch covers are held in place by
rare earth magnets. There are goose egg
handles on the ends and the tie down
elastics are adjusted by carved salmon,
seals and other sea mammals.

Alan Dater built his New Squeeze from a Chesapeake Light Craft kit.

Shooting Star is a Rob Macks of Laughing
Loon’s baidarka, the first hard shell version
of this kayak. Features are repeated from
his Ootek.

Based on two kayaks that are not even
matched but allow them to be towed
behind bicycles, this cat sails surprisingly
close to the wind.

Thought to be a 1901 model by the
company that would become Old Town,
the bow and stern lashings are similar to
those of a birchbark canoe.

An Old Town Molitor a century on from
when it was built.
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This courting canoe of about 1915 has unusually long decks for a cosy space for two.
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Quasar, a 5.2m wood strip white water canoe, has thigh straps,
spins on a dime and surfs well.

Anita Autumn Leaf sea going double, built 1964 by VKV Vituden.
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Trades

Arrowhead Custom Boats & Canoes,
Austin, Texas.

Båtbyggeriet Tunarps Kvarn work mostly in
wood strip.

Bryan Boatbuilding’s Harry Bryan of Letete,
New Brunswick, says he is still trying
to educate himself in the mysteries of
boatbuilding after 40 years of producing
craft of all kinds and teaching students at
the WoodenBoat School.

Cape Falcon Kayak of Portland, Oregon,
offer skin on frame kayaks and canoes,
especially with Arctic associations, and with
building video instruction online.

Bateaux Roussineau Boats build small
wooden boats in Lille.

Bayles Boat Shop of Port Jefferson are
planning to expand into other youth and
community building programmes.

Chesapeak Light Craft of Annapolis,
Maryland, offer kayak and canoe plans and
kits.

The students of Eden Canoes build canoes
and also build teams in their aboriginal
community and go on to explore the
waterways from Merimbula to Kiah.

Holopuni Canoes of Hanalei have paddling
and sailing outrigger canoes.

Fyne Boat Kits produce kits for kayaks and
canoes.

Kettle River Canoes undertake wood and
canvas repairs and restoration at Grand
Forks, British Columbia.

Kevin Martin Wooden Boats & Canoes of
Epping, New Hampshire, make wooden
canoes, boats and accessories.

Laughing Loon have strip canoes and
kayaks, plans, instruction books and
instructional films.
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The Wooden Canoe Builders’ Guild
promote and celebrate wooden canoes and
kayaks.

Schools

Joe River Canoes make birchbark canoes at
Alcove, Quebec.

Brad Rice the Boatwright has been building
wooden boats for 35 years.

Dave Gentry Custom Boats of Colorado
produce skin on frame canoe and kayak
designs for amateur builders.

Nomad Boatbuilding of Victoria, British
Columbia, build, restore and teach wooden
boatbuilding and are keen to share details
of processes.

TenderCraft Boat Shop of White Salmon,
Washington, custom build and refurbish
woodstrip canoes and kayaks and have
varnishes, finishes, rare fittings and advice.

Feather Canoes of Orlando, Florida, have
build it yourself cedar strip canoes.

Products of Bear Mountain Boats of
Westport, Ontario, include sprint C4s and
C15s and restoration of historical craft.

Orca Wooden Boats design and sell plans
and kits for wooden craft including kayaks
and canoes.

North West Canoe of Clearwater,
Minnesota, offer a canoe building and
repair shop.

Northwoods Canoe Co of Atkinson, Maine,
build and restore wood and canvas canoes
and offer kits and building classes.

Old Town Canoes & Kayaks are based in
Maine.

Cape Falcon Kayak of Portland, Oregon,
offer plans and online instruction for skin
on frame canoes and kayaks and Greenland
paddles including material accessible free
of charge.

The Center for Wooden Boats in Seattle
and on Camano Island has programmes
which include woodworking, boatbuilding
and sailing for youths and adults.

The essence of the Small Boat School in
Copenhagen is having fun while building
boats with online instruction. The boat is
simply a by product but one which offers
further fun.

The Sultana Education Foundation in
Chestertown, Maryland, explores and
preserves the natural and human history of
Chesapeake Bay.

The Webb Institute on Long Island,
New York, offers a BSc course in Naval
Architecture and Marine Engineering and
achieves 100% job placement.

Wiigwaasi-Jiimaan is a project by the
University of Wisconsin and the Lac du
Flambeau Lake Superior Chippewa Indians
to build an Ojibwa birchbark canoe.

Sandy River BoatWorks of Corbett, Oregon,
make wooden kayaks, canoes and more.

Redfish Custom Kayak & Canoe of Port
Townsend, Washington, design and build
woodstrip sea kayaks and canoes.
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Navarro Canoe of Rock Island, Illinois,
make their hulls from glassfibre, Kevlar or a
combination while the ribs and floor are of
black cherry.

Wood and canvas canoes are made by
Stewart River Boatworks.

Urban Boatbuilders take youths aged 12-21
to build and launch their own craft over 70
hours.
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The Wooden Boat Centre Tasmania is
Australia’s only wooden boatbuilding
school from short to one year courses.
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Club news
Midland Canoe Club

Midland Canoe Club members get Major Mick afloat.

Richard Hammond
being filmed but not
happy about the
steering wheel.

Keeping dry, at least from above.

John Chamberlin photoraphs

On the morning of Friday 30th July, six paddlers* from the Darley
Abbey-based Midland Canoe Club accompanied Major Mick Stanley
in his Tintanic II corrugated iron rowing boat as he added a further
few miles to his nationwide 100 mile Tintanic Adventure in aid of
Alzheimer’s Research UK. On this occasion Major Mick rowed from
just below the weir in Darley Abbey, down the River Derwent and
through Darley Park to finish on the steps next to the council house in
the centre of Derby City.
MCC were contacted some months prior to the trip to see if the
club could help to host one of Major Mick’s rows as he travelled with
his tiny home-built boat to canals, rivers and open water from the south
of England to the Highlands of Scotland. However, it was a grim day
weatherwise, as some of the photos show, and Major Mick was the only
one with a brolly! After the trip down the river Matt Davenport, one
of MCC’s club members and coaches, kindly gave Mick, his cousin,
Caroline (who had walked the route along the river), and his boat
Tintanic II a lift back up to Darley Abbey and then to the canoe club for
a warming cuppa.
Major Mick has chosen this particular charity because, as he says,
‘I have seen the devastating effects of this terrible disease on friends
and family. I am impressed by the dedication and enthusiasm of the
staff at Alzheimer’s Research UK, who work tirelessly to raise money
to support research into this terrible disease. The last year has shown
us the importance of the incredible work that UK scientists, doctors
and researchers are capable of and with your support we can make a
difference to find a cure for this distressing disease.’
Please take the time to visit his JustGiving page** where you can
read more of his epic adventure and support his cause.
* Clare and Glen Byram, John Chamberlin, Iris Marles, Alan Perkins
and Peter Whitehouse, with land support from Anne Alldread and Mark
Burns.
** https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/majormick-tintanic

Supporting Major Mick as he ticks off another river.
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Eight members of the Midland Canoe Club had an interesting
afternoon down at the club on Thursday 14th October when they
assisted a Cardiff Productions film crew with Richard Hammond
as they filmed the Top Gear presenter on a stretch of the Derwent
from Darley Abbey down to the Derby city centre for a forthcoming
Channel 4 documentary on British rivers.
Mr Hammond, it seemed, had never paddled a canoe before so it was
not without a degree of trepidation that the on the water support crew
from MCC watched as he tentatively set off to solo paddle an open
canoe in the gently moving waters just below Darley Abbey weir, along
with his cameraman and some very expensive looking (but certainly not
very buoyant) camara kit. The gusty wind combined with the gentle
swirls to make Mr Hammond’s early efforts at solo paddling more
difficult than they might normally have been so it was to his credit that
they were able to achieve their initial shots of the World Heritage site of
Darley Abbey Mills and to stay upright!
MCC’s on the water support crew were
Sue Bushell solo paddling the sound man
Club coach Simon Taylor and myself transporting the director
Clare and Glen Byram in kayaks.
MCC’s land crew were Mary O’Halloran-Brown, Ian Topping and
Peter Whitehouse.
Further down the river Simon Taylor decanted into Richard
Hammond’s canoe and took over paddling for a while to give him
a rest. The trip ended at the River Gardens steps in front of Derby’s
Council House, when John and Simon then towed Mr Hammond back
up the river for about a 500 metres so he could then have a second
paddle down the last stretch, this time alone, while his cameraman
filmed from the Derwent Street bridge.
Mr Hammond was extremely friendly, whining (his word) only about
‘this (expletive) J-stroke business’, and kindly posed for a few photos for
MCCs scrapbook.
John and Simon were sufficiently impressed with Richard’s becoming
quickly proficient in his J-stroke from basic principles that Simon said
‘That’s got to be worth a 1 Star badge,’ so about a week after the event I
posted Mr Hammond his own Go Paddling! framed Start Award along
with a complimentary Midland Canoe Club polo shirt.

John Chamberlin

You would not want to meet these on a riverbank on a dark night.

As well as the Derwent, the Remarkable Rivers series will feature the Severn,
Test and Clyde in four programmes on More4 this year.
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Marathon

Stuart Quinton of Pangbourne.
Devizes was quieter than usual.

The Longs in the Endeavour class.

The Kimberleys at Honeystreet.

Independents shine in reduced race
Devizes-Westminster Race
The most important aspect of this year’s race was that it happened.
Entries were well down for two reasons. One was that the race was not
confirmed until well after the serious competitors would have wanted
to start their training buildup.
The other was also Covid related. St Thomas’ Hospital at the finish
still had enough cases for them not to need hundreds of canoeists on
their site. It was not as bad as two years ago, when Boris was a patient
so there were all the media vehicles as well but the race was not a top
priority for them and no alternative site could be found at Westminster
so the decision was made to terminate the race at Thames Young

Mariners, 1km below Teddington lock, the usual Sunday stage finish.
Thus, tides could be ignored as they would have had little relevance
over the short distance at the top of the Tideway.
This brought the call for the fastest crews to be allowed to continue
to Westminster to get a crack at the record. It was not accepted. It
would have required safety boat cover and timekeepers with shelter for
the handful of people concerned, there would still have been the need
for them to have places to park and the conditions were not right for
records. The water was low and the fastest time to Teddington was 15:16
and would have been well 17 hours at Westminster where the existing
record is 15:34.

Liz Murnaghan, third fastest veteran lady.

An emotional run for Johnstone/Parry.

Thor Harley of Richmond was the C1 winner.

Hess/Forwood of Mount Kelly.

Marsden/Petch were third mixed juniors.

Visually impaired with a guide instructing.

Robert McCall of Hinkley with big wheels.

Clark/Texier of Churcher’s College.

Under 17 winners Stewart/Sheldrake.
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Junior ladies winners Palmer/Noble of Devizes.

Junior winners Lovell/Scaplehorn.

Natalia Kimberley demonstrates a problem.

Skingle/Halim of Royal Hospital School.

Orme/Jones, third veteran/junior pair.

Katherine Birchell, third lady, at Oak Hill.

Ludy Hills, veteran lady winner.

The weather was actually very pleasant once early morning murk had
cleared. The headwind was very light and the temperature was quite
warm, sufficiently so for some to overheat.
There was little flow on the canal or the river and there were more
powered craft about. Considering the history of the canal’s restoration,
which would not have taken place without the continuation of the race,
it would not be hard to issue boaters a schedule of when competitors
would be where, point them to the live tracking system and invite them
to moor up at those times and perhaps go for a walk, have a tea or meal
break or otherwise give the race a clear run.

Langham/Gallagher, second veteran/juniors.

Hull/Hayward Smith of Blundell’s School.

Comfort/Falco of Wey at Oak Hill.

The live tracking system is increasingly useful, a bit slow to update
in the early part of the race because of the poor signal in the vale
but it puts competitors in the right order and spacing on the water.
If a passing boat should be three in front of or two behind a boat of
interest to you then you have an idea of where to find it. Several boats
were carrying chips which may be used to further refine the system in
future years. Where the race did fall down this year was the results, still
provisional three weeks after the race, tunnel delay times included but
not other time penalties or corrections, which could affect the results.
Neither were there any intermediate checkpoint times so there was

Rooks/Rooks, second C2, near Crofton.
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Campbell/Coleman, third C2.
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Rendell/Barker winning the folding class.
Morris/Handsley of Leighton Buzzard at All Cannings.

Horgan/Horgan of Devizes were to pull out.

Jarratt/Carter of Lincoln at Pewsey.

Century winners Herwanger/Channon.

Clark/Deveruex of the Royal Marines, third in the Century Trophy.

Price/Bertram, the only senior ladies entry.

only an overall time for the nonstop competitor, perhaps still to be
altered. These are the figures that have had to be used here.
It is usual for the Mayor of Devizes to turn out for the start, with
added interest this year as Cllr Chris Gay had discovered that her
great uncle, Olly Brown, was one of those on the initial challenge to
Westminster in 1948.
The charity this year was the British Red Cross Ukraine appeal.

However, Scout Johnstone was raising funds for the Women’s Aid
Federation of England and paddling in memory of her friend Ellie
Gould from Calne, who raced in 2019 but was subsequently murdered
by her ex boyfriend. Both girls were pupils at Dauntsey’s School. The
junior doubles are the largest class in the race and they are nearly all
pupils from public schools, long a central pillar of this race.
Friday saw the junior doubles, the veteran/juniors, the senior singles
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King/MacSorley of Northern Ireland at All Cannings.

Bruce/Edwards of the Royal Marines, the second Services pair.

and the Endeavour class away for a three day race. For those who want
to do the stage race rather than the nonstop, are not juniors and want
to paddle together, the Endeavour class is the only option. Usually these
are touring paddlers but the Long sisters of Falcon were conspicuously
quick this year, the fastest in their class by 19 minutes.
The Devizes club put their stamp on the race immediately, Lovell/
Scaplehorn 15 minutes clear of Hunter/Jacq, a mixed crew, by
Newbury, with another 22 minutes to another mixed crew, Hull/
Hayward Smith.
Independent paddler Horkan, a veteran, took a 5 minute lead over
O’Grady in the singles with Tilbury-Clarke 19 minutes further back at
Newbury.
Saturday saw no change in the junior leaders as they raced to
Longridge, just the gaps stretching to 22 minutes and 44 minutes
respectively. However, in the singles O’Grady closed the gap at the front
to just 20 seconds. Tilbury-Clarke slipped back to have a time similar
to Edwards and Quinton, some 50 minutes behind the lead pair, which
was how it would stay if there were no mishaps.
Lovell/Scaplehorn remained on form on Sunday to take an overall
junior win in 16:37:07, 25 minutes up on Hunter/Jacq with Hull/
Hayward Smith a further hour and a quarter back, representing
Blundell’s, the first of the school crews.
Horkan opened up the singles lead again by 6 minutes. Edwards
managed to get 20 minutes clear of the others who had been with him
but was still 47 minutes adrift of O’Grady in 2nd place.
The veteran/junior class had been in the hands of Gutteridge/
Skinner from the start, 20 minutes up on Langham/Gallagher at the
finish.
The junior ladies saw another Devizes win, Palmer/Noble 33 minutes
clear of Hess/Forward of Mount Kelly. The under 17 schools winners

were Stewart/Sheldrake of Launceston College, 18 minutes clear of
Sunderland/Thurston-Smith of Dauntsey’s, having been 10 seconds
behind them on the first day but a couple of minutes back on the
second.
First lady was Harriet Hicks of Norwich, who was 12th overall, from
Ludy Hills of Richmond by 18 minutes. Richmond did take the C1,
however, Thor Harley 56 minutes ahead of Tom Barnard.
Normally, crews would time their runs to hit Teddington at the top of
the tide, theoretically all arriving together if they got their calculations
right. This time, with only the final kilometre on the slackest part of the
Tideway there was little incentive to do so. Indeed, would any try to
make the most of the daylight, heading off ahead of the crowds to get a
clear run in time for bed at a reasonable hour? In fact, it was business as
usual with the fastest crews going off last to benefit from quieter night
time conditions on the river.
Butler/Palmer were the favourite crew but Birkett/Lavarack were
home just 7 minutes faster. That was it. There was another hour and a
half to the next fastest crew, Hendron/Jordan.
The C2 class went to another independent boat, Quinn/Blackwell,
10th overall with a lead over the next C2, Rooks/Rooks, of 4 hours 41
minutes. Quinn/Blackwell also took the mixed title, from which four of
the seven crews in the class retired.
Randell/Barker of the Royal Marines produced a very respectable
20:41 for the folding boat class, 3 hours 40 minutes up on the next
fastest masochists, while another Marines crew, Maddocks/Bosworth,
were the fastest veterans in racing kayaks, 4th overall.
Unusually, these days, there was only one ladies’ crew, Price/Bertram,
and they retired after 26 hours. With the reduced entry there were
several categories not contested. At least the race ran, a step back
towards normality.

C2 winners Quinn/Blackwell heading towards the Crofton flight.

Witteveen/Rooda of Rotterdam, the fastest overseas crew, head out of the Bruce Tunnel.
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Butler/Palmer, probably the favourites, were second by 7 minutes.

Army winners Ives/Lawson of the Royal Engineers.

Hendron/Jordan of London Tideway were third overall.

Veteran winners Maddocks/Bosworth.

Elliott/Holmes of Southampton, second in the Century Trophy.
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Provisional results
1L - Black Swan Salver: 1 H Hicks, Norwich, 19:39:25. 2 L Hills, Richmond, 19:57:42.
3 K Birchell, 20:37:09. 4 J Passmore, Tonbridge, 22:14:28. 5 L Murnaghan, Taunton, 22:30:45.
6 V Metcalfe, Pangbourne, 23:17:33. 7 Z Griffiths, Basingstoke Canal, 23:25:19.
8 M Quemby, Purley, 23:57:41.
1LV - Fastest Veteran Lady: 1 L Hills, Richmond, 19:57:42.
2 J Passmore, Tonbridge, 22:14:28. 3 L Murnaghan, Taunton, 22:30:45. 4 V Metcalfe, Pangbourne,
23:17:33. 5 Z Griffiths, Basingstoke Canal, 23:25:19. 6 M Quemby, Purley, 23:57:41.
1 - Marsport Shield: 1 D Horkan, 15:20:15. 2 J O’Grady, Runcorn, 15:26:39.
3 D Edwards, Reading, 16:13:15. 4 S Quinton, Pangbourne, 16:34:19.
5 S Tilbury-Clarke, RAF, 16:36:24. 6 P Hayes, Newbury, 16:44:49. 7 S Derham, Runcorn, 17:24:08.
8 P Fielden, Bradford-on-Avon, 18:05:19. 9 S Reeve. Devizes, 18:26:38.
10 S Forrest, White Rose, 18:54:55. 11 J Howell, Tonbridge, 19:29:20.
12 H Hicks, Norwich, 19:39:25. 13 R Tilbury, Pangbourne, 19:44:45. 14 T Silverman, Richmond,
19:50:24. 15 L Hills, Richmond, 19:57:42. 16 S Sherman, Cardiff Bay, 20:07:20.
18 A Clark, Addlestone, 20:29:57. 19 T Harley, Richmond, 20:31:05. 20 K Birchell, 20:37:09.
1MV - Maureen Duck Memorial Cup: 1 D Horkan, 15:20:15.
2 S Quinton, Pangbourne, 16:34:19. 3 P Hayes, Newbury, 16:44:49.
4 S Derham, Runcorn, 17:24:08. 5 P Fielden, Bradford-on-Avon, 18:05:19.6 S Forrest, White Rose,
18:54:55. 7 J Howell, Tonbridge, 19:29:20. 8 R Tilbury, Pangbourne, 19:44:45.
9 T Silverman, Richmond, 19:50:24. 10 S Sherman, Cardiff Bay, 20:07:20. 12 A Clark, Addlestone,
20:29:57. 13 T Harley, Richmond, 20:31:05. 14 C Mayo, Devizes, 20:39:34. 15 R Ames, Richmond,
21:06:41. 16 T Barnard, Paddlesport, 21:27:05. 17 A Flockhart, Richmond, 21:40:31.
18 D White, Reading, 22:12:28. 19 A Park, Devizes, 23:33;10. 20 J Mason, Devizes, 23:33:19.
1O50 - Half Century Cup: 1 S Quinton, Pangbourne, 16:34:19.
2 S Derham, Runcorn, 17:24:08. 3 P Fielden, Bradford-on-Avon, 18:05:19.
C1 - Mobile Adventure Canoe Trophy: 1 T Harley, Richmond, 20:31:05.
2 T Barnard, Paddlesport, 21:27:05. 3 D White, Reading, 22:12:28. 4 L Murnaghan, Taunton,
22:30:45. 5 V Metcalfe, Pangbourne, 23:17:33. 6 L White, Poole Harbour, 23:38:43.
7 R Heath, 23:55:41. 8 M Quemby, Purley, 23:57:41. 9 S McEleney, Poole Harbour, 25:16:06.
2U17Sch - BSCA Junior Trophy: 1 Stewart/Sheldrake, Launceston Coll, 19:02:06.
2 Sunderland/Thurston Smith, Dauntsey’s, 19:18:11. 3 Brown/Hall, Kimbolton, 20:07:13.
2LJ - Junior Ladies Trophy: 1 Palmer/Noble, Devizes, 19:26:36.
2 Hess/Forwood, Mt Kelly, 19:59:51. 3 Clark/Texier, Churcher’s Coll, 20:22:44
2MixJ - Oliver Brown Trophy: 1 Hunter/Jacq, Cambridge, 17:12:03.
2 Hull/Haywood Smith, Blundell’s Sch, 18:17:00. 3 Marsden/Petch, Bryanston Sch, 18:38:10.
2J - Wiltshire Gazette Shield: 1 Lovell/Scaplehorn, Devizes, 16:37:07.
2 Hunter/Jacq, Cambridge, 17:12:03. 3 Hull/Haywood Smith, Blundell’s Sch, 18:17:00.
2CivJ - Berksonian Trophy: 1 Lovell/Scaplehorn, Devizes, 16:37:07.
2 Hunter/Jacq, Cambridge, 17:12:03. 3 Hull/Haywood Smith, Blundell’s Sch, 18:17:00.
2VJ - Fred Bartlett Trophy: 1 Gutteridge/Skinner, London Tideway/Reading, 17:35:48.
2 Langham/Gallagher, Wey, 17:56:02. 3 Orme/Jones, Lord Wandsworth Coll, 20:20:20.
2L - Woodpecker Cider Ladies Rose Bowl: 1 Price/Bertram, Royal Artillery/Army, 29:10:56.
2 - Devizes-Westminster Challenge Cup: 1 Birkett/Lavarak, Richmond, 15:12:15.
2 Butler/Palmer, Falcon/Fowey, 15:19:17. 3 Hendron/Jordan, London Tideway, 16:49:47.
4 Maddocks/Bosworth, RM, 17:11:37. 5 Herwanger/Channon, Richmond, 17:16:21.
6 Merrifield/Shattock, Taunton, 17:30:37. 7 Bruce/Edwards, RM, 17:46:11.
8 Dawson/Freemantle, Falcon, 17:59:05. 9 Elliott/Holmes, Southampton, 18:09:52. 10 Quinn/
Blackwell, 18:19:11. 11 Ives/Lawson, RE, 18:50:02. 12 Clarke/Deveruex, RM, 18:51:08. 13 Beaver/
Plale, Soar Valley/Barking & Dagenham, 19:03:48. 14 Symonds/Edwards, 19:08:40. 15 Jaggs/
Worth, Poole Harbour/Exeter, 19:11:08. 17 Magar/Dalziel, RE, 19:32:30. 18 Hancox/Hancox,
Wokingham, 19:44:31. 19 Hill/Pierce, RM, 19:47:46. 20 Latvenas/Hargrave, Richmond, 19:47:51.
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RM, 20:40:57. 12 Ruddle/Williams, Cardiff Bay, 21:02:38. 13 Stephens/Smith, Bradford-on-Avon,
21:20:06. 14 Thelwell/Raymond, Bradford-on-Avon, 21:34:31. 16 Leeke/Gregory, Worcester,
22:00:29. 17 Jarratt/Carter, Lincoln, 22:17:01. 18 Morris/Handsley, Leighton Buzzard, 22:39:25.
19 Rooks/Rooks, Sutton Bingham, 23:00:09. 20 Hobley/Davidson, Basingstoke Canal, 23:08:13.
2.100 - Century Trophy: 1 Herwanger/Channon, Richmond, 17:16:21. 2 Elliott/Holmes,
Southampton, 18:09:52. 3 Clarke/Deveruex, RM, 18:51:08. 4 Beaver/Plale, Soar Valley/Barking &
Dagenham, 19:03:48. 5 Jaggs/Worth, Poole Harbour/Exeter, 19:11:08. 6 Stephens/Smith, Bradfordon-Avon, 21:20:06. 7 Thelwell/Raymond, Bradford-on-Avon, 21:34:31. 9 Leeke/Gregory, Worcester,
22:00:29. 10 Rooks/Rooks, Sutton Bingham, 23:00:09. 11 Hobley/Davidson, Basingstoke Canal,
23:08:13. 12 Edgar/Crabb, Devizes, 23:32:04. 14 Graywood/Tomalin, Walton Rowing, 25:12:15.
15 McKenna/Henderson, Artists Rifles, 26:01:10. 16 Payne/Taylor, Devizes, 26:14:14.
2F - Folding Boat Trophy: 1 Rendell/Barker, RM, 20:40:57.
2 Maynard/Shingler, RM, 24:20:29. 3 Tittman/Richardson, RM, 25:52:21
C2J - Junior Canoe Trophy: 1Newland/McGill, Royal Hospital Sch, 23:30:52.
C2 - Devizes-Westminster Canadian Trophy: 1 Quinn/Blackwell, 18:19:11.
2 Rooks/Rooks, Sutton Bingham, 23:00:09. 3 Campbell/Coleman, 23:48:33.
1T - Singles Team Trophy: 1 Pangbourne, 59:36:37. 2 Richmond, 60:19:11.
3 Devizes, 62:39:22.
1/2T - Trans Class Team Trophy: 1 Devizes, 58:35:49.
2LJT - Junior Ladies Team Trophy: 1 Churcher’s Coll, 42:40:35. 2 Dantsey’s Sch, 45:49:20
2JSchT - Schools Team Trophy: 1 Churcher’s Coll, 56:30:53. 2 Kimbolton, 60:00:43.
3 Dauntsey’s, 60:09:47.
2JT - Junior Team Trophy: 1 Devizes, 55:11:13. 2 Churcher’s Coll, 56:30:53.
3 Kimbolton Sch, 60:00:43
2CCFJT - HMS Alacrity McKaig Cup: 1 Royal Hospital School, 67:41:15.
2T - Devizes-Westminster Team Trophy: 1 RM, 53:48:56. 2 RM, 66:26:20.
2SerT - Royal Engineers Trophy: 1 RM, 53:48:56. 2 RM, 66:26:20

Competition venues

The ICF have announced some venues for forthcoming major events.
In 2026 Sarasota will host the world marathon championships with
a SUP event and also the junior and U23 world sprint championships.
Oklahoma will host the world slalom championships in 2026.
Also in 2026 Poznan will hold the world sprint championships while
Krakow hosts the junior and U23 world slalom championships, having
held the masters’ world slalom championships in 2025.
Olympic sprint qualifiers will be in Szeged for 2024.
The 2025 world freestyle championships will be in Plattling.
The world sprint championships for masters will be in Bydgoszcz this
year.
Following the invasion of Ukraine, the ICF have withdrawn their
sprint Super Cup from Russia and it will now be hosted by Oklahoma.
On the other hand the IDBF have moved the European Nations
Dragon Boat Racing Championships from Kyev to Lake Banyoles
in Spain because of the sheer impracticality of holding an event in a
country being invaded with a city under bombardment.

Representing competitors

Bridgitte Hartley of South Africa, a sprint, marathon and ocean
racer, has been elected to chair the ICF’s Athlete Committee. The other
members are slalomists Jiri Prskavec of Czechia and Britain’s Eilidh
Gibson, Hungarian sprinter Sandor Totka, Ireland’s Patrick O’Leary
and Australian Amanda Jennings of paracanoe and American freestylers
Dane Jackson and Anna Bruno.

Pregnancy advice for competitors

UK Sport has for the first time introduced pregnancy advice, to
continue until nine months after birth. Covered topics include when
to inform a governing body, mental health, miscarriage, still birth and
useful websites. It is accepted that one size does not fit all.

Olympic flotilla

The opening ceremony for the 2024 Olympic Games will take the
form of a flotilla of over 160 boats carrying competitors and officials
along the Seine for 6km past the major Parisian landmarks. It will be
the first time the opening of a summer games has not taken place in the
main stadium and will be the first time the public will be able to attend
most of it free of charge. Crowds of over 600,000 are expected. Ex
slalomist Tony Estanguet is head of the organizing committee.

Surfing reserve

A World Surfing Reserve designation has been placed on 30km of the
north Devon coast, the first in the UK and the 12th in the world. This
brings in such breaks as Croyde, Saunton, Woolacombe and Lynmouth.
It is the first cold water reserve and the first not restricted to a single
break.

ICF photoraphs

Overall winners Birkett/Laverak of Richmond exit the Bruce Tunnel.

2Civ - Berksonian Trophy: 1 Birkett/Lavarak, Richmond, 15:12:15.
2 Butler/Palmer, Falcon/Fowey, 15:19:17. 3 Hendron/Jordan, London Tideway, 16:49:47.
4 Herwanger/Channon, Richmond, 17:16:21. 5 Merrifield/Shattock, Taunton, 17:30:37. 6 Dawson/
Freemantle, Falcon, 17:59:05. 7 Elliott/Holmes, Southampton, 18:09:52. 8 Quinn/Blackwell,
18:19:11. 9 Beaver/Plale, Soar Valley/Barking & Dagenham, 19:03:48. 10 Symonds/Edwards,
19:08:40. 11 Jaggs/Worth, Poole Harbour/Exeter, 19:11:08. 13 Hancox/Hancox, Wokingham,
19:44:31. 14 Latvenas/Hargrave, Richmond, 19:47:51. 15 Pigott/Stonehouse, Richmond, 20:03:16.
16 Ruddle/Williams, Cardiff Bay, 21:02:38. 17 Stephens/Smith, Bradford-on-Avon, 21:20:06.
18 Thelwell/Raymond, Bradford-on-Avon, 21:34:31. 20 Leeke/Gregory, Worcester, 22:00:29.
2Ser - Devizes-Westminster Services Trophy: 1 Maddocks/Bosworth, RM, 17:11:37.
2 Bruce/Edwards, RM, 17:46:11. 3 Ives/Lawson, RE, 18:50:02.
2Res - Devizes-Westminster Reserve Trophy: 1 Douglas/Gargan, Parachute Regt,
21:02:01.
2RN - Roger Crane Memorial Trophy: 1 Maddocks/Bosworth, RM, 17:11:37.
2 Bruce/Edwards, RM, 17:46:11. 3 Clarke/Deveruex, RM, 18:51:08.
2A - Devizes-Westminster Army Trophy: 1 Ives/Lawson, RE, 18:50:02.
2 Magar/Dalziel, RE, 19:32:30. 3 Goodall/Layton, RE, 19:59:49.
2RAF - RAF Trophy: 1 Rutledge/Maynard, RAF, 23:19:04
2Scts - Devizes-Westminster Scout Trophy: 1 Hancox/Hancox, Wokingham, 19:44:31
2OES - Overseas European Trophy: 1 Witteveen/Rooda, Rotterdamsche, 19:32:12.
2 Walsh/O’Mahony, 22:00:29. 3 Austin/Kees, Shannon, 26:10:28.
2OS - Overseas Trophy: 1 Witteveen/Rooda, Rotterdamsche, 19:32:12.
2V - Lee Trophy: 1 Maddocks/Bosworth, RM, 17:11:37. 2 Herwanger/Channon, Richmond,
17:16:21. 3 Elliott/Holmes, Southampton, 18:09:52. 4 Ives/Lawson, RE, 18:50:02.
5 Clarke/Deveruex, RM, 18:51:08. 6 Beaver/Plale, Soar Valley/Barking & Dagenham, 19:03:48.
7 Symonds/Edwards, 19:08:40. 8 Jaggs/Worth, Poole Harbour/Exeter, 19:11:08. 9 Latvenas/
Hargrave, Richmond, 19:47:51. 10 Pigott/Stonehouse, Richmond, 20:03:16. 11 Rendell/Barker,

Elena Lilik.

Joño Tomasin Schwertner.

Fifty years later

The world slalom championships will be held on Augsburg’s Eiskanal
on Jul 26th-31st, 50 years after it used for the first Olympic slalom. The
course has been remodelled and will be much shorter than it was in
1972. Among those who have this as their home course are Olympic
gold medallist Ricarda Funk and world champion Elena Lilik, Elena
Apel before she got married in the summer.

South American courses

The Rio Olympic slalom course from 2016 is to be renamed after
the former president of the Brazilian Canoeing Confederation for three
decades, Joño Tomasin Schwertner. The site already has a canoeing
school named after him. He had been president of the Pan-American
Canoeing Confederation and an ICF vice president but succumbed to
Covid in 2020.
Uruguay’s new sprint regatta course in Montevideo is claimed to be
one of the best in South America. Conveniently near the airport, it has
already hosted the South American Sprint championships.

Outrigger worlds

Outrigger racing conjures up images of riding large, clean, warm
swells as palm trees wave in the background. Thus, it comes as a
something of a surprise that the world championships should be held at
Dorney, Eton’s Olympic regatta venue, over Aug 10-16th.

Paralympic parity

The International Paralympic Committee have decided to include
women’s VL3 in the Paris Paralympics. This means there are now the
same number of events for women as for men. Charlotte Henshaw
is the current world champion in this event. After winning in
Copenhagen she noted that for the first time there were enough
entrants for a second heat.

Unprofessional conduct

Owing to lack of races the IDBF’s income has been much reduced.
As a result, their staff contracts have had to be terminated and they are
now working unpaid.
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development and a new alignment will be needed. Last year we
obtained planning approval for a 1km reach of the canal which is
known as the Beggarlee Extension, starting from the Langley Mill basin,
heading north up the Erewash valley.
We operate a trip boat on the northern section of the canal on
a commercial basis to provide some funding for modest repair and
Help needed on the Cromford Canal
maintenance work along the canal and have aspirations to extend this
From John Guyler, Friends of Cromford Canal.
The Friends of the Cromford Canal are looking for new trustees to section of the canal further.
The charity’s management board realize that we need an urgent
move their restoration plans forward in 2022. We have planning approval
for a significant restoration project at Langley Mill but we need new trustee-refresh and we are looking for people with a background and
enthusiastic trustees from all backgrounds to help guide us through interest in canal restoration and preferably who have specific skills to
bring to our team. We are particularly short of engineering and finance
these exciting times.
We are an active charity whose aim is to restore the Cromford Canal skills.
So, if you think you can help us accelerate our restoration and
to navigation over the 14.5 miles between the end of the Erewash Canal
development aims, please get in touch: we are looking for enthusiastic
at Langley Mill Basin and Cromford Wharf.
Presently there is only a 1.5 mile length of canal in navigation, and energetic individuals who can work co-operatively with existing
between Cromford Wharf and the Derwent Aqueduct at the northern trustees.
Please see our website, www.cromfordcanal.org, for more detail on
end of the canal, and a short length at the southern end from below
the road bridge through the first lock to the end of the Langley Mill our canal and aims.
Interested parties should email the chairman, David Martin, for an
basin, but in between the line of the canal is still present on some
reaches whereas other sections have unfortunately been lost to new informal chat at chair@cromfordcanal.org.uk.

Back then
50 years ago
* The slalom yearbook was referred to as The Thoughts of Chairman Mao as it had a red cover and could be
interpreted in various ways.
* The slalom team would be selected at the Easter Grandtully with the first Olympic slalom team to be listed
at Whitsun; the Olympic training group had been selected as Mitchell, Calverley, MacLeod, Swallow, Langford
and Thomas in men’s K1, Goodwin, Goodman, Brown, Gostling, Wickham and Roberts in ladies’ K1, Osborne,
Goldsmith, Dinsdale, Sibley, Albert, Wilde and Woods in C1 and Goodwin/Court, Allen/Williams, Witter/Swift,
Cooper/Hewitt, Chaplin/Hodgson and Jenkins/Slater in C2.
* The WWR team under captain Keith Wickham was Dawson,Young, Avery, Smith, Morton, Nash, McAuliffe,
Fisher, Green and Wakeling in men’s K1, Woods and Denton in C1 and Bradley/Jackson in C2 to go to
Monschau; there would be a further selection for Bourg St Maurice and the Liffey Descent.
* WW races had their results loaded so winning Class A was worth 50 points for the Dee and Usk, 45 for the
Tees and Eden, 40 for Royal Deeside and 35 for the remaining races.
* The lack of a WWR training squad was deplored, not helped by some of the best racers having defected to
slalom entirely.
* Steven Peters won a case brought against him by Bradford Waltonians Angling Club for using the River Wharfe; judge Ernest Ould said ‘There is
no law which prevents a person from going on a river which has fishing rights but there is a law which prevents him from interfering with those
rights’ and advised the anglers how they should present their case in future.
* It finally dawned, it was claimed, that taking the ICF slalom judging exam might result in judging at the Olympics.
* There was a call for proportional representation at slalom AGMs as a club with three slalomists had the same vote as one with 30; it was
suggested than an electoral register could be compiled based on slalom entries through the year.
* A 12 page article (in 25 pages of articles in the magazine) by Ken Langford included eight pages on the design of a Grandtully slalom course, the
design having taken him 15 hours.
* The WWR ranking list was topped by Don Smith, Peter Wakeling, Dave Mitchell, Chris Avery and Melvin Swallow with Eddie Palmer the
anchor man in 165th place.

20 years ago

Size A4
336 pages
65 maps
1,018 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4729 2972 3
3rd edition 2017
Price £30.00
Also in ePub and PDF eBook
formats

Also available in compact abridged
format as
The Canal Guide

Review of third edition:

* Access progress was being made only in Scotland because only the SCA were keeping the issue in the public
eye, compared with the publicity of the actions of those opposed to foxhunting.
*The DW Race was won by Jim Morrisey and Mick O’Meara of Ireland, the first time the full course had
been used since 1999.
* The BCU AGM was not an edifying occasion, central to which was their treatment of Allan Bennett and
David Train.
* Timothy Boomer won his appeal in Michigan against a $75 fine and four days of childcare service for
contravening an 1897 law preventing the use of ‘indecent, immoral, obscene or insulting language’ in the
presence of a woman or child after he hit a rock and capsized.
* BCU officials met Alun Michael, Minister for Rural Affairs, and Tourism Minister Kim Howells replied
to Canoeist, saying there was ‘little evidence of widespread unmet demand for inland water-based sport and
recreation activities’ but various bodies, especially the newly formed Defra, would talk seriously about access.
* Seals around the USA were increasingly bumping sea kayaks and even nipping their occupants, thought to be
because commercial boats were feeding them to attract them for their fee paying passengers.
* An extensive double article by Jay Sigbrand and James Farquharson introduced some of Norway’s best white
water, including the unusual Ulla Slides.
* Other WW guides in this issue were to the River West Allan, Co Durham ditches and less testing rivers in
Nepal.
* Paddlers on the Teifi were stopped by bailiffs regardless of an access agreement, which the WCA had not yet abandoned.
* Every Year 7 child in the country was offered a free local 1:25,000 map of the local area by the OS.
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Based on the acclaimed canal guide series in
Canoeist, this is a comprehensive and absorbing
survey of Britain’s canal network and provides a
fascinating insight into the linked up waterways
as well as the isolated cuts and quiet waters
which may not be navigable by larger craft.
From Tiverton Basin on the Grand Western
Canal to the Beauly Firth at the end of the
Caledonian Canal, Br itain has a unique
canal network. Infinitely var ied, it passes
picturesque open countryside, wild moorland,
coastal harbours, historic industrial buildings,
modern city centres, canalside public houses
and abundant wildlife. Every aspect of the
canals is examined, their construction, rich
history, stunning scenery, heritage, incredible
engineering, impressive architecture and even
their associated folkore, wildlife and art. Enticing
photographs give a flavour of each place and
places of interest close to the canals are included.
This third edition is updated and with
stunning new photography. Packed with maps
and fascinating text, it is an attractive, inspiring
and practical guide for boaters, walkers, bikers,
holidaymakers, riders and everyone else who uses
the canals and towpaths throughout the year.
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230 x 160mm

‘excellently researched content
and a mass of illustrations...
This new edition updates all
the previous information, where
required, so therefore presents
a current detailed overview of
Britain’s waterway network.
There are also a number of new
photographs of the same high
quality as those of the previous
editions, mostly again by author
Stuart Fisher. It remains one of
the few of a select number of
general waterway books that
I would recommend for your
bookshelves.’ Harry Arnold, Towpath Talk

352 pages
74 maps
294 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4729 7405 1
2nd edition 2021
Price £18.99
Also in ePub and PDF eBook formats

Review of second edition:
‘There have been numerous guides
published to the inland waterways network
of England and Wales, but you might sense
that this one could be a little different...
And you’d be right. This isn’t a typical
waterways guide’ Canal Boat
‘the perfect resource for anyone planning a
day out or a longer holiday along Britain’s
wonderful waterways network’ Alison Alderton, Towpath Talk
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Developed from the guides in
Canoeist, this book is similar in format
to the best selling Canals of Britain.
This comprehensive and fascinating
guide to Britain’s river navigations
explores routes known and unknown,
from world famous rivers like the
Thames and the Severn to hidden
backwaters like the Wharfe, the
Wissey and the Lark. Along the way
this absorbing survey discovers the
world’s largest castle, hills that are
actually below sea level, mansions and
palaces, rural idylls and hubs of modern
industry. It is an attractive, inspiring
but also practical guide, featuring
history and folklore, engineering and
architecture, riverbank art and waterside
pubs. Beautiful photography captures
the stunning scenery and helpful maps
help link everything together.

Developed from the guides in Canoeist,
this book is similar in format to the best
selling Canals of Britain.
Featured are the tidal sections of rivers,
estuaries, tideways, havens, sea lochs, firths
and kyles, an amazingly varied range of
waters.
Covering well known tidal rivers, the
picturesque, the industrial and small rivers
off the beaten track, this book looks at the
navigation aspects of waters which often
get overlooked, especially if they have
challenging conditions.Yet they teem with
wildlife, are steeped in history, have dramatic
engineering and stunning architecture and
are where inland rivers morph into the open
sea. Of necessity they have been used by
invaders and traders since the mists of time.
Here there are history and folklore, places of
interest, waterside pubs, villages, towns and
cities and navigation features from rapids and
weirs to vast open reaches of water, from
Carrick Roads to the Kyle of Sutherland.

Size A4

Size A 4

256 pages

304 p a ges

49 maps

70 ma p s
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716 p hotog ra p hs

Soft cover

Soft cover

978 1 4729 0084 5

978 1 4081 4656
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1st edition 2013

1st ed ition 2012

Price £25.00 inc P&P from
mail@canoeist.co.uk

Price £25.00

Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats at £22.50

A lso in ePUB a nd PDF
eBook formats at £21.99

‘the reader senses the author has
actually boated the waterways
about which he writes. Virtually
all the photographs are his own,
many obviously taken from his
kayak; no mean feat... this is a
most enjoyable book which may
well inspire the reader to widen
their knowledge of Britain’s river
navigations.’ Keith Goss, Waterways World
‘He packs in miles of paddling,
and pages of travelogue info’ Rowan Mantell,
Eastern Daily Press
‘A comprehensive and practical
guide to Britain’s waterways with
stunning photography and useful
maps is a winning combination’ Gay Armstrong, Towpath Talk
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‘New books on rivers keep surfacing
but here is an ambitious volume
that stands firmly on its own...
it transcends the conventional
temptation to be pigeonholed.’ - Peter
Faulkner, BBC Countryfile
‘as a reference book, it is unmatched’
- Kensington & Chlesea Today

Size A4
22 pages
6 maps
58 photographs
PDF format
1st edition 2021
Free from
www.canoeist.co.uk/booksfree

‘there are some absolute gems to
be found in Fisher’s knowledgeable
and eclectic commentaries... an
interesting reference work for anyone
who enjoys paddling in or walking
alongside Britain’s great waterways.’
- Lakeland Walker
‘this book thinks out of the box... an
impressive and colourful coffee table
read.’ - Stephen Sinfield, Burton Mail

From Berwick to the Solway, from
the clear blue waters of Cornish bays
to the tempestuous seas around rugged
Pembrokeshire headlands, Coastal Britain
journeys around the varied shorelines of
England & Wales.
From remote countryside to modern
cities, through industrial hubs to fishing
villages that have remained largely
untouched for centuries, Coastal Britain
visits all the places of interest along
the entire coastline, exploring history
and heritage, striking architecture and
engineering, wonderful flora and fauna,
on the way delving into art, relevant
literature and culture. With maps and
evocative photography, local brews to
artefacts, nautical conditions and features
that help convey the character of each
area, Coastal Britain presents the array of
facets that make each stretch of shoreline
special.

Scotland has perhaps the most diverse
and attractive coast in Europe although
not always the easiest. The Corrievreckan
is one of the largest whirlpools in the
world, the Pentland Firth has some of the
fastest currents in Europe, the Mull of
Kintyre and Cape Wrath are a long way
from civilization and some of the biggest
surf in Britain is found along the north
coast. Navigation aspects are covered fully.
Yet it is a coastline which is
unbelievably beautiful, much of it wild
with secluded places. From deserted
sweeps of sand to rugged cliffs, from
exposed headlands to sheltered sea lochs,
from eagles to whales it is an endlessly
fascinating coast.
Coastal Scotland visits all the coastline,
including the larger inshore islands, the
history, heritage and culture, architecture
and engineering, flora and fauna, art and
literature, the full spectrum of facets that
make each stretch of coastline so special.
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Soft cover

Soft cover
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1st edition 2019

1st edition 2020
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Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
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Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
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‘Dramatic photographs and maps complement a
fascinating survey of Scotland’s diverse coastline.
Fisher has provided a treasure trove of interesting
facts and knowledge’ - The Scots Magazine
‘With detailed maps and evocative photography,
Coastal Scotland will have readers itching to explore
this rich and fascinating stretch of coast’ - Countryside
A brilliant addition to Stuart Fisher’s series of
observations from his sea kayak, possibly even
better than last year’s England and Wales volume.
Refreshingly, Fisher is not interested in analysing
his inner journey, only in recording what he learns...
A wealth of unexpected fact on every page. Highly
recommended.’ - Yachts & Yachting
‘The numerous colour photos make one want to
head off to the coast and explore immediately... I’d
recommend this book for its interest and enjoyable
mix of facts and stories. I enjoyed revisiting places I
know well and those I am yet to visit.’ Cicely Oliver, Towpath Talk
‘there’s more than enough detail here to satisfy
anyone who longs for Scotland’s shores... His kayak
noses into places which may not have been seen
before and, almost certainly, they will not have been
photographed either’ Roger Butler, Scottish Islands Explorer
Coast Book of the Month

Which book?

This visual index gives a quick guide to which waters are
included in each book.

Title				Paperback					Ebook
Coastal Scotland			
£25.00, see www.bloomsbury.com/uk/non-fiction/nautical £20.00, see www.bloomsbury.com/uk/non-fiction/nautical
Coastal Britain: England & Wales
£25.00, see www.bloomsbury.com/uk/non-fiction/nautical £20.00, see www.bloomsbury.com/uk/non-fiction/nautical
Rivers of Britain									£22.50, see www.bloomsbury.com/uk/non-fiction/nautical
British River Navigations		
£25.00 inc P&P from mail@canoeist.co.uk		
£22.50, see www.bloomsbury.com/uk/non-fiction/nautical
More British Navigations								Free from www.canoeist.co.uk/booksfree
Canals of Britain			
£30.00, see www.bloomsbury.com/uk/non-fiction/nautical £24.00, see www.bloomsbury.com/uk/non-fiction/nautical
The Canal Guide			
£18.99, see www.bloomsbury.com/uk/non-fiction/nautical £17.09, see www.bloomsbury.com/uk/non-fiction/nautical

